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NEW YORK SUGAR l\fARKET.-The latest quotation for cen-
trifugals was 41c. with a firm market, May. 3.
The British Government has imposed a duty of 48. 2d. pel'
cwt. on refined, equal to 91 cents pel' 100 pounds.
Regarding the effect on the home consumption of the im-
position of duty by the English Government, MI'. Sigmund
Stein gives the following opinion: "While sugar refiners
would welcome a tax, the allied trades-jam, confectionery,
and brewing-profess that they would be ruined. The Con-
fectioners' Association have circularized the trade to petition
against any tax. Theil' apprehensions are unfounded, if not
insineel'(\ if thl' infol'llwtion giYen below is a fad; and the
authority is MI'. Sigmund Stein, a Liverpool sugar expert. MI'.
Stein states that 30 pel' cent of sugar is used in jam; a half-
penny tax on a pound of sugar would mean only one-sixth
of a penny extra per pound of jam. Jam makers make from
3d. to 4d. per pound profit on jam. Confectioners make from
30 to 40 per cent profit; the tax would increase the price of
fancy biscuits only one-tenth of a penny per pound and con-
fectionery very little more, so that how, if these statements
are facts, the confectioners will be ruined it is difficult to see.
Brewers use, only 7 pel' cent of sugar in beer, and the tax
would add only one-quarter to the gallon of beer-an invisible
fl'action for a pint. A sugar tax of one-half penny per pound
'would add eight millions sterling per annum to the revenue."
During the past two or three years, the banana trade be-
tween the vVest Indies and England has greatly increased,
no less than 1,287,442 bunches having been imported during
1900, the freight on 'Vest Indies fruits having been largely re-
duced, while better vessels specially fitted for the trade are
now employed. It is stated that the retail price in London is
now six pence a dozen bananas, which is certainly a cheap
rate, that ('uables the working' dasses to obtain it. Jamaica,
which supplies most of this fruit to England, produces the
finest bananas grown in the vVest Indies. They are I?robably
the same as we have, known here as the Chinese variety.
Oranges are said to be plenty there, as they come both from
the Mediterranean and the 'Vest Indies. The importations for
1900 are stated to have been 5,0£1O,3S() bushels, valued at over·
two millions sterling. Both these tropical fruits are in de-
lHand in America as well as in Europe, and wel'e the freights
reduced, the consumption would probabl;y be doubled in a
short period. "
In several of OUI' exdwnge papel's we note that the watel'
and milk supplies in the large ('iti(~s of .-\.nwrica are being'
watdled vel'y closel,\'. The following will be read with in-
terest:
Reports about an epidemic of typhoid fevl'r in New Haven
show that even in that ;miversity town the value of a careful
sanitary inspection of the sourCe's of the water supply has
Hot lwen dl>arly seen, at least by the authOl'ities. Rinee the
beginning' of last week 1ll0l'e than a hundred cases of this fevel'
have appeaJ'(~d in a part of the city whel'e well-to-do people
lin', amI to which water comes from a lake in the hills, some
miles a way. In(]uiJoy by the Board of Health proved that the
lake had been polluted. 'rhere had been three cases of typhoid
fever in thl' family of a farmer living neal' the lake and on the
bank of a stl'pam that flows into it. Here we see the con-
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The Deming system of clmification, which has now been
before the public for several yems, is not only successfully
maintaining but also considerably extending its ground as
the best system known for dealing with obstinate, inferior,
and defedive juices, and has been made the subject of fur-
ther patented improvements, which render it still more effi-
dent and on the whole superior to any other method of clarifi-
(~ation, especially for the tropics. It will be remembered that
its special claims are that it completely supersedes open clari-
fication, is very economical, saving both labor and steam,
,,"hile tlll." clarification obtained is much better than that
<:tfede'd by tIl(' old systems, the juices being consequently
more easily and etfedually dealt with in the latel' process of
manufadun~. "'heee this system has been introduced into
Hawaii, it has given the most ·unequivocal satisfaction, as a
I'apid and economieaI l'huifier of cane juice, and a vast im-
I:l'ovPIl1ent over en~l'.v other that has been tl'ied.
----:0:
INSPEOTION OF' 11IlLK .:iND WATER.
ditions which. have caused many an epidemic of this disease.
In Plymouth, Pa., there were 1,200 cases, all due to the pollu-
tion of the source of the water supply iIi. the hills, where two
persons had had the fever in a farmer's house on the bank of
the stream. That was a memorable example. The stricken
town was forced to call upon other towns for physicians and
undertakers, because its own could not supply the demand.
A few years later there was an epidemic of the disease in
\Vindsor, Vt" caused in the same way, and other examples.
might be cited. In all such instances much misery and loss
of life could have been prevented by the employment of a
competent inspector to guard the shores of the lakes and the·
banks of the tributary streams. Such inspection, not requir-
ing all of one man's time, would lwve kept the germs of
typhoid out of that lake near New Haven. The expenditure
would have been very little in comparison with the money
cost of a hundred eases of fever, to say nothing of deaths and
the unending sorrow of bereavement.
'1'he agent of infection in epidemics of this fever is com-
monly the water or the milk. In a long list of them the in-
vestigations of expel'ts have shown that the cause was pollu-
tion of the milk supply, due to the presence of the fever in the
family of a dairy farmer 01' of a milk man. Such was the
history of infection in the epidemies at Springfield, Mass.,
and \Vaterbmy, Oonn.; and one of those who lost their lives
in \Vaterbury was a sanitary engineer who had planned the
sewprage system of the dty. He could not defend himself
ngainst the milk that came from a farmer whose hired man
had typhoid fever; but good il!SpectOJ's, employed to visit the·
drdry fmms, would have saved the lin's that were lost in
these two eWes and in others that have suffered from a simi-
lar cause, It happens that at the present time a little epi-
demic of diphtheria in Montclair, N. J., points dearly to the
value of inspection, In that plaee, a few years ago, the origin
of an epidemie of typhoid was shown to han~ been the pollu-
tion' of milk by reason of the presence of the disease in the
family of a milk man 01' dairy fa 1'111('1'. The people of that
beautiful suburban region were much disturbed by the dread-
('d infection that inY<lded th(>ir homes, and the hh,tor)' of the
('asc beeame widely known. 'I'his time the gerllls distributed
in the milk supply arc those of diphtheria; and the inquiries
of a baderiologist: have shown that two (>mployees of the
dairyman from whom thp afIeded families wprc l'cceiving milk
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have the disease in its incipient stage. They are not dis-
abled by it, and therefore in this instance inspection might
not have been a safeguard. Probably, however, the disease
fully developed may be found in tbeir families. If this dairy
nnd the persons employed in it were not subject to inspection,
they ought to have been. The experience of Montclair should
nave taught this lesson so forcibly that it could not be for-
:gotten. Inspeetion pays. Boards of Health in most cases of
this class make investigations and interpose after the poison
has been distributed. A good inspector is continually on
:guard to prevent the distribution of it. The money paid for
.his services is very profitably invested.-N. Y. Paper.
----:0::----
SUGAR G.4.NES IN BA.RBA.DOES.
'l'he proceedings of the Barbadoes Agricultural Society, of
which Dr. Morris is president, are always interesting. Late
mails bring the report for the past year'. From the address
'Of the Pl'(~sident, Dr. Morris, we quote the following relative
to the borer which is very destructive there, and to the results
'Of the first crop of the new seedling canes:
Great interest is being taken in the experimental cultiva-
tion of new seedling canes for the pUl'pose of increasing the
yield of sugar as well as of selecting varieties suited to with-
stand the attacks of borer and fungus. ",yith reference to the
statement that certain varieties are more resistant to disease
than others, it has been noticed in British Guiana, for in-
stance, that "over 50 pel' cent. of the Bourbon variety bave
been attacked by fungus and less than 10 per cent. of other
varieties in the same field." Again, as the result of observa-
tion at Antigua, Mr. 'Yatts is of opinion "there is every reason
to hope that rind fungus may be effectively fought by tbe
selection of new varieties of canes." 'l'h(~ experience at Bar-
hadoes, when> new val'ieties are extensively planted, contil'ms
this. The rind fungus is probably, at the present time, less
destructive here than anywhere else in the 'Vest Indies. The
results of the experiments with seedling and other canes will
be the first subject to be dealt with today. I need only briefly
refer to them here. I believe there is a reasonable hope of our
being able to i!H'rease the sugar contents of the cane and en>nt-
nally of placing within reach of the planter canes that will
not only yield 40 to 50 lwr cent. more sugar than at present,
but will also, if placed under suitable conditions, withstand
to a considel'abh~ I'xtl'ut the attacks of disease. In support of
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what is above stated I cannot do better than direct your
attention to the "Summary of the Results of the Cultivation
of Seedling and Other Canes at the Experiment Stations at
Barbadoes in H)()0,', all'eadJ published in pamphlet form.
These are the results of one year only, but they are of great
interest and importance.
The best cane, so far, at Barbadoes is known as B. 147
whie-h, compared with the 'Vhite 'rransparent cane as a stand-
ard, has yielded according to the caJ'eful investigations of
Professor· d'Albuquerque and MI'. Bovell "44 pel' cent. more
marketable sugar" and "over 50 pel' cent. more saccharose"
tllan the standard cane. The a\'el'age weight of canes given
by B. 147 was 27.5 tons and the available sugar was at the
rate of 3.31 tons pel' acre. It may be added that B. 147 has
now been cultivated at Barbadoes for more than seven years.
The present area planted with it is estimated at about 4,000
acres.
It will be within your recollection that last year I drew
attention to tbe fact that, side by side with the raising of
new canes and improved systems of manufacturing sugar, it
was necessar;r to consider the possibility of reducing the cost
of cultivation. This, it was suggested, could be done by rais-
ing larger supplies of good pen manure under cover, b;r the
more skilful use of artificial manures, by extending the
growth of leguminous crops for green manuring, and by grow-
ing to a larger extent than at present the foodstuffs and
supplies imported from other countries. It would appear that
what has been described as "a sentiment of aristocracy" once
associated witb British Agriculture is not unknown in these
Colonies. This, no doubt, is responsible for the survival
amongst us of not a few unscientific practices and for the
reluctance to make changes in harmony with the times. As.
was shown by l\Ir. Bovell last year, Barbadoes pays about
£175,000 a year for foodstuffs, most of which could be pro-
duced in the island itself. In the olden days when sugar was:
£25 pel' ton, the practice of importing foodstufIs was econom-
ieally sound, but now, with sugar at £12 pel' ton, it is a sui-
dda I policy to ]lurehase deal' }uneriean foodstulIs with ('heap
sugar. This is probably one reason why the imports into Bar-
badoes, are ovcr two million sterling in excess of tIlP exports.
To be in a healthy condition they sllOnld indeed bf> entirely
the other way.
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Many accounts relating to some special analyses of Ameri-
can beet sugar, testing 99.9 have lately appeared, says Sugar
Beet. A well known chemist dechues that upon several occa-
sions coming under his notice, the sugar upon being received
at the laboratory underwent a washing and was then analyzed,
the resulting test being very misleading. as preliminary labor-
atory preparation of this kind is in reality a sort OF refining.
During the Paris Exhibition. we were shown Sandwich Island
sugars and were assured that they polarized over flfl, and yet
upon examination they 'wel'e soft, and would adhere to the
surface of the hand. \Ye subsequently learned that the
residuum molasses had been worked up with these sugars in
accordanec with Hawaiian modes, for which custom there is
an important reason. 'rhe product under these circumstances
lIad all the appearance of a masse cuite and was certainly not
unlike it in composition. If these sugars had their adhering
snbstnnces removed, they, like all other sugars, would be
chemically pmp. but the product exhibited could not possibly
polarize as was asserted, for the impurities do not evaporate
"when undrr examination. It is the commercial sugar sim-
ply melted and Grfecatrd that must be examined. and none
other. .A leading anthority declares that neither the quantity
of invert sngar nor the allmlinity can give any exact basis
for estimating the quantity of sugar that drcomposes during
its storage. Sugar is first transformrd into invertrd sugar.
tlll'n-owing to its reducing powers-into substance:::: capable
of forming acids; this last pllPnomenon is more eomplete when
there is an excessive alkalinity. and in sugars where' there is
execssive alkalinit~-. the amount of decomposed sugar is just
as grpat as in cases where this alkalinity is less; hut the fad
cannot be proven, as the inverted sugar has hren changed into
other snbstanees. Rugal'S. whpn only slightly alkaline, retaill
the inveJ'trd sngar in an il11altered condition for a longel'
period. The quantity of sugar undergoing a ehange is always
proportionate to the duration of storage. The only certain
way of af'wCI'taining the true conditions would be to esthnate
the percentage of inyprted sngar and the amount of sub-
t'1taners forming the aeids; thr laUer may be estimated hy
boilin~ a sl1~ar solution with 10 C.c. of sulphuric acid N-10.
in a flask haYing a spec'ial cooling attaehll1rnts. during tl'n
minutps, then with c'austic soda N-10, dl1l'in~ ten minutl's.
Thl' diffeJ'rnce in ('uhk centimeters multiplied hy o.oe givps
llIISLE.!lDING SUGA.. R ANALYSES.
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RU88Iil'S OOUNTERF_HLING DUTY.
the inverted sugar, which corresponds to the quantity of
-substance capable of forming' acids. The result will be ex-
})ressed in milligrams.
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The Board of U. S. General Appraisers had a hearing on
the question of Russia's giving a bounty to sugar produc(']'S
of that eountry. 'fhe Jalm case being postponed, a similar
'one of Downs, Baltimore, was taken up. The Russian Gov-
ernment contends that no bounty is paid, while the importers
claim that the Governmentmust show that one is paid. The
following stipulations were agreed upon:
"'1'hat the translation of the Russian Law and Regulations,
as set fortli in the Congressional Record, is a true and faithful
tl-anslation of the said law and regulations and contains the
whole body of the Russian statutes so far as the same are
l'eleyant to the issues herein.
'''fhe following statenwnts, from one to nine, are also stipu-
lated in evidence:
"I. The l{ussian Government estimates the total produc-
tion and the total consumption of sugar, and the total amount
which may be put upon the market and at the normal excise
of R. 1.75 pel' pood is definitely fixed at the total amount re-
quired for consumption. 'fhis is known as free sugar.
"II. The first GO,OOO poods produced by each factory is free
sugar. The halance of Ule production is divided into free
sugar, ohligatory resPrYe and free surplus or free r(~serYe.
"III. The amount of free sugar in eaeh factory is pro-
portioned to its total produdion. as the estimated consump-
tion is to the total ]H'odudion of the country. This percentage
is "fixed by the Govprnment aceording to the estimates of pro-
d:wtion and consllll1ption.
"IV. Under the Hllssian law. all sugar "is divided into the
three following classes:
(a) "'Free sugar',' which ronsists of a certain quantity of
sllgar which the Russian Government permits a factory or re-
finery to sell for home consumption under an excise tax of
1.7;; rubles pel' pood.
(b) "'An obligatory or indivertible reserve' of sugar, which
consists of a certain quantity kept at each factory or refinery
by order of the Gon~rnlllent,and which may not be sold or re-
moved without the special permission of the Government.
" .'
·1
••
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(c) " 'Free reserve or free surplus,' which consists of such
sugar as is manufactured oyer and above the quantity of 'free
sugar' and 'obligatory or indivertible reserve.' This sugar
cannot be sold for home consumption, except on payment of
the regular tax of 1.75 rubles, and an additional tax of 1.75
rubles, or 3.50 rubles in all.
"And the Russian Government fixes and determines the
following:
(a) "The total quantity of sugar required for home con-
sumption.
(b) "The quantity of 'free sugar' allowed to each factory
and this 'obligatory reserve,' which each factory or refinery
shall keep on hand.
(c) "The maximum price at which sugar may be sold for
domestic consumption.
"V. That the sugar which was imported in this case, and
which is covered by this protest, consisted of 'free sugar,' as
above defined, and would have been subject to an excise tax
of 1.75 rubles pel' pood if sold in Russia.
"VI. That, upon the exportation of said sugar from Rus-
sia, the Russian Government, under its lawS' and regulations,
released said sugar from said tax of 1.75 rubles, either by a
refund of the tax or a cancellation of indebtedness, or other-
wise.
"VII. That in addition to remitting said excise tax the
Government issues to the exporter a certificate certifying
that he had exported such a quantity of so-called free sugar.
"That the said certificates have a substantial market value
and are transferable, and that the price thereof is usually
determined by the difference existing at the time between
the price obtainable for the sugar on the home market and
the price obtainable abroad.
"VIII. That said certificates are sold to and used by sugar
manufacturers or refiners who are thereby enabled to transfer
from their 'free reserve' 01' 'free surplus' to their 'free sugar'
an amount of sugar equal to the amount shown by said cer-
tificate:> to have been exported, which amount may tlwn be
sold for domestic consumption on paying the ordinary tax
of 1.75 rubles pel' pood (to which free sugar is regularly sub-
ject,) instead of a tax of 3.50 pel' pood.
"IX. That the import duty of sugar into Russia is 3 rubles
per pood."
-
.I
MR. PmRPOX'l' MORGAN.-'l'he Morgan-Carnegie "combine" is
the most gigantic trust in the world. Its official name is the
"United States Steel Corporation;" its total capital is 500 mil·
lions; the united earnings of the eight great companies of
which it is composed are one hundred millions yearly. The
aim of this monster trust is to control the steel production of
the world. The chairman of the Carnegie Steel Company will
be the president of the new corporation.
1\11'. J. Pierpont 1\1organ, one of the two men who give their
names to this gigantic monopoly, is a man of remarkable and
somewhat eccentric character. His personality is as excep-
tional as his financial genius is phenomenal. And his busi-
ness methods, as far as his personal acts are concerned, are as
unlike those of the average multi-millionaire as they can pos-
sibly be.
Self.reliance is the keynote of eyery thing that Mr. ::\forgan
does. This habit explains in a measure his absolute domina-
tion of everything that he connects himself with. No duty
is too small or trivial in connection with one of his great deals
to be undeseJ'Ying of his own personal attention. This ::1ystem
gives him a comprehensive knowledge of any transaction he
undertakes which makes him its complete master. Other men
interested in the same transaction are forced to bow to his
superior and more complete knowledge. The a,erage financial
magnate trusts to secretaries, assistant secretaries and clerks
to do what 1\11'. Morgan will trust to no one but himself.
He carries his system down to an unexpected point. Any
one may approach him in the offices of 1\11'. J. P. Morgan & Co.
There is not even an office boy at the door of his room to take
in the cards 01' messages of visitors. He works at his desk
within sight of his whole establishment. It would seem that
this plan would expose a man of Mr. Morgan's great fame
and heavy responsibilities to all kinds of interruptions. But
the reyerse is the case.
No man goes neal' :Mr. 1\1organ unless he has made a pre·
vious appointment. Ne crank 01' idle talker 01' troublesome
person has eyer attempted twice to break in upon the time
of the gn'at finanl'ier. Mr. Morgan has a habit of suppressing
unwelcome 01' bothel'some visitors in a way that the recipient
never forgets. In these moment:,; 1\11'. Morgan is not the per·
sonification of gentleness nor the exponent of placid, courtly
English.
TWO NOTED A.MERICriN FIN.ANCIERS.
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He is aggressh-e, emphatic, and seemingly rough in his
manner at all times. rrhat is his normal state. He does not
.mean to offend :lny one. But when he really wishes to let
some per'son know that his presence is undesirable he does it
with a directness and force that leave no doubt of his inten-
tions.
MI'. Morgan is a mall of deadly punctuality. He reaches his
office en~ry morning at 9 :50 preeisely, and he remains there
until 5 p. m. He works like a steam engine every minute of
the business day. .
The firm of J. P. Morgan &, Co. has many partners and high
salal'ied employees, bnt not one of them is in Ue fnll con-
fidenee of 1\11'. Morgan. They, of ("ourse, know in a general
way of his schenws, but the details of his plans he keeps to
himself. This doC's away with the danger of "leaks." If it
big stoek speenlator knew what MI'. :l\lorgan had in mind in
these da~:s of stnpendons deals and r'eOl'ganization he could
make millions in a week. In his sodal life 311". Morgan is
said to be qnite a different man from the l\lorgan of ,Vall
street. He is a dclighHnl host and an entprhtining ta1kpl'.
1\1n. AXDlmw C.t\nXIWIK-,yith the Al'abinn Nights-like
carpel' of 1\I1'. An(1I'ew Carnegie-en'I')' one is already fair'ly
familial'. "'1'he IH'escnt moment is onr aim; the next we never
see."
"He that dare not reason is a slave; he that eannot is a fool;
he that will not is a bigot."
r1'hese mottoes adom the cornices of the Ubl'ar." in 1\11'. An-
drew Carnegie's :Xew York honse. r1'hey are examples of hnn-
dreds of sayings of his own which he has ready for all occa-
sions. He gnides his bnsiness by these old and tried maxims.
From a poor boy Andr'ew Cm'negie worked his ,,'ay to where
he stands, the industrial king of two conntries. How he did it
is a more wondprful story than imagination conld evolve. He
had no help, and l1as 1Ie\'er asked for it. .\ll his life he has
dominated others. He is worth two hundred and fifi", millions
in spitp of ]H'irH'ely gifts to nearly one hundred cities in the
United States and Great Britain. He ~tarted withant n dollar.
He was twelve years old when he \yent to America with his
pal'(~nts and his brothel' Thomas and Dl1nfermlirlP.
Anurew h<'gan work immediately as bobbin boy in a linen
factol'Y. .\t 1'ol1l'tl'en he hecame a messengl'r boy 1'111' the At-
lantit and Ohio 'l'plegraph Company of l'ittslHll'g. It was
•
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Clrn.l BNGIYERRTYG TN .c1.lTERIC:t.
'1'11(' g'reat<>st cng'iIH'el'ing- work of the ninefeenth century
was the development of the railway system, which lin" chuug-
ed the face of the world. Beg-inning in 18:10 with the 10comG-
tive of Georg-e Stephenson, it has extended with such strides
that. nfter seventy years. there arc 4GG.000 miles of railways
in the world. of wllieh InO.OOO miles are in the United States.
Theil' ('ost is estimated at forty thousand millions of dollars,
of which h>n thousand millions belong- to the United StatFs.
'I']l<' mpidity with which railways are built in the United
Slah':.; and Canada eonh'a:.;h; strongly with what ha:.; ucpn done
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Carnegie's best move. Nothing he has done since compares
with his change of occupation at fourteen years of age.
Descl'ibing this change in his career, 1\11'. Carnegie wrote,
after long and successful years: "My entrance into the tele-
graph offiee was a transaction from darkness to light, fl'om
firing a small engine in a dirt~' cell to a clean office where
there were books and papers. That was paradise to me, and
I bless my stars that sent me to be a messenger in Pittsburg
telegraph office."
At fifteen Andrew was an expel't telegrapl1 operator. And
so it happened that when the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
needed an operator he was chosen for the place. He soon
mastered the details of train despatching. His marked ability
led to his transfer to the headquarters of the company, and
soon afterward he became superintendent of the western divi-
sion of the Pem~sJ-lvaniaRailroad. He was then twenty-four
years old.
'fhe foundation of the Carnegie millions was an investment
in oil fields. Pl'evious to that, however, Carnegie had made
the first investment of his life. TIe bought ten shares of stock
in the .Adams Express Company. valued at a £100. It proved
a good wmt1ll'e. although he made it with great trepidation.
It represented hard·earned money.
At thil'ty )'ears of age, Carnegie began his wonderful career
as an ironmaster. \Yith the help of money whieh' he had
saved Gnd some })or1'ow('d from a bank he started the Key-
stone Bridge -nTo1'ks. By 1888 "Mr. Carnegie owned seven dis-
tinct iron and steel works and had ('ontrolling interest in
several cok(' WOl'ks. Since then h(' has acquired mines, rail-
roads. and steamboats. and (',lll start at the ore and turn out
the finislwd p1'odud.-Ex.
in other countries. Much has been written of the enerO'v of
. b.
Russia in building 3,000 miles of Siberian railway in five Clr-
six years. In the United States an average of 6,147 miles was
completed every year dming ten successive years, and in 1887
there were built 12,HS2 miles. The physical difficulties over-
come in Siberia are no greater than have been ovel'come here.
The perfecting of both the l'ailway and its rolling stock has-
led to remarkable resnlts. There are no accurate statistics of
the early operation of Amel'ican railways. In 1867 Poor's
ManuaJ estimated their total freight tonnage at 75,000,000 and
the total freight receipts at $400,000,000. This was an average
rate pel' ton of $5.33: In 1899 Poor gave the total freight ton-
nage at H75,789,941 tons, and the freight receipts at $922,436"
314, or an average rate per ton of 95 cents. Had the rates of
1867 prevailed, the additional yearly cost to the public would
have been $4,275,000,000, 01' sufficient to replace the whole
railway system in two and a half years. This is a ,-ery strik-
ing illustration. Such high rates of freight as those of 1867
would have checked traffic. This much can surely be said:
The reduction in cost of operating our railways, and the con·
sequent fall in freight rates, have been potent factors in en-
abling the United States to send abroad last year $1,456,000,-
000 worth of exports, and to flood the world with our food and
manufactured products.
BRIDGE-BUILDIXG.-About 1885 new material was given to
engineers, haying greater strength and tenacit;v than iron,
and commercially available from its low cost. This is basic
steel. After many experiments, the propel' proportions of
cnrbon, phosphorus, snlphur, and mangnnese were ascertained,
and uniformity resulted. The open-hearth process is now gen-
erally used. This new chemical metal, for such it is, is 50 per
cent. stronger than iron, and can be tied in -a knot when cold.
The modern elevated railway of cities is simply a very long
railway viaduct. Some idea may be gained of the life of a
modern riYeted-iron structure from the experience of the l\1an-
hattan Elevated Railway of New York. These roads were
built in 1878-7H to carry uniform loads of 1,600 pounds per
lineal foot, except Second avenue, which was made to carry
2,000. 'l'he stresses were below 10,000 pounds pel' square inch.
These viadueht haye carried in twenty-two years over 25,000,-
000 trains, wPighing over 3,000,000,000 tons, at a maximum
speed of twenty-fiye miles an hour, and are still in good
order.
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Bridge engineers of the present day are free from the dif-
ficulties which confronted the early designers of iron bridges.
The mathematics of bridge design were understood in 1870,
but the proportioning' of details had to be worked out in-
dividually. Every new span was a new problem. Now the
engineer tells his draug'htsman to design a span of given
length, height, and width, and to carry such a load. By the
light of experience he does this at once. Connections have
become standardized, so that the duplication of parts can be
carried to its fullest ext~nt. Machine tools are used to make
every part of a bridge, and power riveters to fasten them to-
gether. Great accuracy can now be had, and the sizes of parts
have increased in a remarkable degree.
vVe have now great bridge companies, which are so com-
pletely equipped with appliances for both shop drawings and
construction that the old joke becomes almost true-that they
{;an make bridges and sell them by the mile.
All improvements of design are now public property. All
that the bridge companies do is done in the fierce light of com-
petition. Mistakes mean ruin, and the fittest only survives.
Having such powerful aids, the American bridge engineer
of today has advantages over his predecessors and over his
European brethren, where the American system has not yet
been adopted.
The American system gives the greatest possible rapidity of
erection of the bridge on its piers. A span of 518 feet, weigh-
ing 1,000 tons, was ereeted at Cairo on the Mississippi in six
-days. The parts were not assembled until they were put upon
the falseworks.
The United States have taken the lead in steel manufacture.
Tn 1873, Great Britain made three times as much steel as the
United States. Now the United States makes twice as much
as Great Britain, or 40 pel' cent. of all the steel made in the
world.
1\11'. Carnegie has explained the reason why, in epigram-
matic phrase: "Three pounds of steel billets can be sold for
two cents." This stimulates rail and water traffic and other
industries, as he tells us one pound of steel requires two
pOllnds of are, one and one-third pounds of coal, and one-third
of a pound of lime-stone. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the States bordering on the Lakes have created a traffic of
25,000,000 tons yearly through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal,
while the Suez, which supplies the wants of half the popula-
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tion of the world, has only 7,000,000, 01' less than the ton-
nage of the little Harlem River at New York.
INDus'l'HIAL ENGIXEElllXEl.-vVhen Dalton first applied
mathematics to chemistry and made it quantative, he gave
the key 'which led to the discoveries 'of Cavendish, Gay-Lus-
sac, Bel'zeilus, Liebig, and others. This new knowledge was
not locked up, but at once given to the world, and made use
of. Its first applieatioll Oil a large scale was made by Napo-
leon in eneouraging the manufacture of sugar from beets.
The new products were generally made from what were
called "waste material." \Ve now have the manufacture of
soda, bleaching powders, aniline dyes, u.nd other. products of
the distillation of coal, also coal oil from petroleum (known
fifty 01' sixty :real's ago onl:r as u, horse medicine), acet;ylene
gas, celluloid, rubber goods in all their numerous val'ieties,
high explosives, cement, artificial manures, al'tificial ice, beet
sugar, and even beer may now be included.
In a little over Olle hundred years, those working by the
light of science luwe found the true philosopher's stone in
modern chemistry. 'fhe value of only a part of these new
products exceeds the nominal value of all the gold in the
world. The value of our mechanical and chemical products is
great, but it is sl1l'passed by that of food produets. If these
did not keep pace with the-increase of population, the theories
of Malthus would be true, but he never saw a modern reapel'.
W A'l'Ert-WOIm:s.-'fhe great increase of urban population,
due to steam and electric railways, has made works of water
supply and drainage necessary everywhere. Some of these are
on a very grand scale. An illustration of this is the Croton
Aquednd of New York as it now is, and as it will be hereafter.
This work was thought by its designers to be on a scale
large enough to lasi: for all tin1('. Ii: is now less than sixty
years old, and the population of Xew York will soon be too
large to be supplied by it.
Ii: is able to snpply 250,(){)O,OOO to 800,000,000 gallons daily,
and its cost, when the Cornell dam and .Jerome Park reservoir
are finished, will be a little over $!)2,OOO,OOO.
Ii: is now suggested to store water in the Adirondack Monn-
tains, 203 miles :1'vay, by dams built at the outlet of ten or
twelve lakes. 'i'his will equalize the flow of the Hudson River
so as to give H,{)OO,OOO,OOO to 4,000,000,000 gallons daily. It
is then proposed to pump 1,OOO,OOO,O()O daily from the Hudson
Hivpr at POllghkeepsie, sixty miles away, to a height sufficient
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,to supply the city by gravity through an aqueduct. This
water would be filtered at Poughkeepsie, and we now know
that all impurities can be l'emoved.
If this scheme is carried out, the total supply will be about
1,300,000,000 gallons daily, 01' enough for a population of from
12,000,000 to '13,000,00 persons. By putting in more pumps,
filter beds, and conduits, this supply can be increased 40 per
cent., 01' to 1,800,000,000 gallons daily. This water would
fill eyery day a lake one mile square by ten feet deep. This
is a fail' example of the scale of the engineering' works of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
By the application of modern labor-saving machinery, the
cost of this work can be so far controlled that the cost to the
city of New York per 1,000,000 gallons would be no greater
than that of the present Croton supply.
COAL.-Petroieum and natural gas may disappear. The
ores of gold, siln'r, and platinum will not last forever. Trees
will grow, and iron ores seem to be practically inexhaustible.
Chemistry has added a new metal in aluminum, which re-
places copper for many purposes. One of the greatest prob-
lems of the twentieth century is to discoyer some chemical
proe('ss for tl'eating iron, hy which oxidation will not take
place.
Coal, next to grain, is the most important of nature's gifts;
it can be exhausted 01' the cost of mining it become so great
that it cannot be obtained in the countdes where it is most
Heeded; water, wind, and waye power may take its place to a
limit('d extent, and gr('ater use may be made of the waste
gases coming from blast 01' smelter furnaces, but as nearly
:lll energy ('omes from eoal, its use must be economized, and
the greatest economy will come from pulverizing coal and
nsing it in the shape of a fine powder. Inventions have been
made trying to deliver this powdel' into the fire box as fast as
made, for it is as explosive as gunpowder, and aR dangerous
10 store or handle. If this can be done, there will be a saving
of coal, due to ppl'feet anti smokeless combustion, as the ad-
missi0n (If ail' can be entirely regulated, the same blast which
throws in the powder furnishing oxygen. Some investigators
have estimat('d that the S:1yin:.r of coal will be as grC'at as 20
}IeI' cent. This means lOO,OOO,OOO tons of coal annually.
Bituminous coal will then he as smokeless as anthracite,
and can be burned in 10comoHves. Cities will be free from
the 'nuisanee of wasted coaL which we call soot. This process
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will be the best kind of mechanical stoking, and will prevent
the necessity of opening the doors of fire boxes. The boiler
rooms of steamships will no longer be "floating hells," and the
firing of locomotives will become easy.
Another problem of mechanical engineering is to determine
whether it will be found more economical to transform the
energy of coal, at the mines, into electric current, and send it
by wire to cities and other place:;; where it is wanted, or to
carry the coal by rail and water, as we now do, to such places,
and convert it there by the steam or gas engine.-Ex.
----:0::----
SUGAR OA.NE DISEASE.
:1
1
I
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It may be as well in reverting to this important subject, to
give a brief outline of its principal phases, so as to convey a
general idea of its natUl'e and the necessity of checking if pos-
sible the development of its ravages.
The period of growth at which the fungi parasites vegetate
on the cane plant, is from two months onwards until the last
blade enclosing the scope of the arrow bloom. Supposing the
cane to be planted in December, the time at which the plant
is most .liable to be seriously affected by the fungi spawn, is
from the beginning of March to the end of :May, or during
"the dry season."
The first symptom indicative of the plant being diseased,
is a pale turbid green observed in the blades, which is usually
but not always accompanied by a red or scarlet tinge on the
sheaths of the lower blades, the margins of which often have
a strip of yellow preceded by a faint streak of red; these
blades always wilt and turn inwards in the form of tubes dur-
ing the hot hours of the day, the blades again recovering their
turgescence during night. If a plant which shows these
SYlllptoms be carefully pulled up after the surface of the soil
has been well moistened with water, so as to allow the roots
being removed from the soil with the least possible breakage,
and a minute examination of these roots is made, a number
of mysilial spawn threads will invariably be found embedded
in the thin stratum of osmatic mucilage which covers the
tender surface of the roots and root hairs, and the stubby roots
around the radicle will appeal', as if literally, covered with a
white musty smelling mysilial deposit, not unlike the minute
crystals of hour-frost. And, if the stem of the plant be split
up longitudinally through its centre to the terminal bud or
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cone at the top, it will be observed that the greater portion of
the fibro-vascular bundles look as if they were stained with a
red liquid; that the lateral or confluent elaborating bundles
which run transversely through the nodes or joints of the
plant are of a light straw· color when first exposed to the
action of the air, but the latter after a few minutes' ex-
posure gradually change to a pale orange, whilst the nodes.
and internodes at the terminal bud brighten into a scarlet
color; the creamy cellular tissue being little affected by the ex-
posure. I may remark in passing, that the cause of the mysi-
lia~ spawn being found embedded in the osmatic mucilage of
the roots is due more to the accident of position than to the
nature of the fungus to which it belongs burrowing in the soil,
as the congenial zone of its habit on the host plant is the
sheaths of the blades, where it thrives, blooms, and fruits in
sanguine luxuriance, and not on the roots. Probably, the
sporangia from which they vegetate are buried in the area of
root distribution during the process of tillage operations. The
musty smelling spawn attached to the radicl-e belong to a
common species of the genus "Agraicus." Should the rainy
season set in about the beginning of June, the greater portion
of the more advanced sprouts affected by the fungus blight
wiII apparently recover from the effects of the virus which has
poisoned them, and become succulently green, the verdant
color ever attractive to the mother moths of the larval borers,
and which meets the essential condition of their economy,
il'respective of the constitutional soundness or unsoundness
of the plant selected on which to deposit their eggs, and
should the plant continue to be favored with genial weather
for six or seven consecutive weeks. And if after that time
a young cane be split up in two lUllves, it wiII be found 011 ex-
amination that all the former unhealthy discoloration, .with
the exception of a few scarcely discernible red spots scatterpd
about some of the internodes, has been neutralb:ed or ab-
sorbed, and so far as external appearances go, the plant looks
healthy, and is often supposed to be so. But if, after the lapse
of a couple of montlls, say in September, a plant which showed
signs of unhealthiness in the previous May, be now taken and
('ut up through tile cenh>r it will be seen that. the scarcely
perceptible red spots that were reeognized in July, have now
become compaet nl<lSSeS of mysilial deposit in the center of
white spots which arc surrounded by dark red and doudy
oxygenized ferment, in the first stage of putridity. These
I
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white spots gradually become larger till they take up the
whole of the internal portion of the cane, which varies from
;one-sixteenth of an inch to one inch in depth. It is at this
f'ruptive phase of the disease that one or either, or aU of the
three species, xylophaga or woodcntters, enter the cane, more,
I believe, in the capacity of sanitary agents than malefactors,
which combined conditions soon put an end to the accretive
functions of the host plant, and it dies from exhaustion.
Of the twelve species of fungi which vegetate on the cane,
six species prey upon the sheath of the blade, two species on
the midrib of the blade, one species on the parenchyma of the
blade, the other three species being found attached to injuries
on the stem of the cane. Four out of the six species which are
parasitical on the sheath of the blade are the most destruc-
tive of the twelve species. Their order of antecedence and
position on the sheath of the blade not being constant, I will
confine my remarks to the species which I eonsidpl' does the
most injury. This fungus is produced from what is technical-
ly called a Sporangium or spore case; in which is secreted
the spawn or vital matter from which the species is propagat-
ed and may be named Asmodium· infestans, and shortly de-
scribed as follows-Sessile, pallid, slightly granular, sporan-
gium spherical; the average size of sporangia one-sixteenth
'Of an inch in greatest diameter, germinating by minute buds
'Or beads of mysilial spawn which exud~ from the sides in the
form of tl'ansparent, almost invisible threads, which get at-
tached to the sheath of the blade, as the sheath comes up
through the soil to the level of the surfae-e. In foul' or five
days after the mysilia have become attached to the sheath
of the host plant, they have penetrated and passed through
the cellular tissue to the inside of the sheath; then they spread
up through the parenchyma to the extent of from six to ten
inches, meanwhile penetrating inwards and passing through
the sheaths of all Ole inner blades till they ultimately reach
the stem of the cane. Having developed their energy thus far
they noW C01JlIlH~Il(~e to weave a thick web of white mysilia felt
from which is produced a considerable crop of globular fruit
01' speds \\"h1<'h are pasily recognized Oil both the out and in-
side of i he airedpd shp:1th. In about eight or ten days the
fruit falls to the ground, where it remains, if not disturbed,
in a quiescent state for a couple of months; again to eONW
1'00't\\ alld glut its illsatiabh~ and aerid appetitp.
\\'IWll the cells of vaHcular bundles and cellular tissue of a
\
sheath that is affected by the above fungus, are examined,
it i~ found that they are ruptured and otherwise disorganized
.and have become mechanically unfit to perform their accretive
functions either in forming or in distributing the carbo-
hydrates in a condition essential to the healthy maturing
of the plant, hence the cause of the increased ravages of the
moth larval borers, not from an undue increase of these in-
sects, but solely on account of the nutritive quality of their
food having beeorne so poor they have to consume a greater
quantity of material in a cane that has been affected by fungi
than they have to do in a sound cane. This defect in the
nutritive quality of cane affected by fungi parasites, appears
to arise from a disorganized association of its ternary con-
Rtituents with their mineral equivalents in the process of
assimilation, and not to a deterioration of aceretive energy
in a particular variety of cane plantR, to which many eminent
planters attribute th~ cause of our present misfortune.
The reiterated assertion that the Bourbon, Otaheite, and
other fine varieties of sugar cane in the West Indies have be-
come deteriorated from continuous production in the same
soil and the necessity of replacing these varieties by cultivat-
ing seed varieties obtained from arrow bloom, deserves the
attention of every practical planter. But before we condemn
and expunge those fine varieties whieh hitherto have proved
to be under normal conditions so suitable to the climates, and
condition of these Islands-in some of which they are now
cultivated, if not to the highest perfection, exceeding, so far
as my knowledge goes, that of any of the new varieties-it
will be as well perhaps if we first consider, and find out
",'rhether we are cultivating those desph:ed varieties according
to thp eondition of their normal requirements, before we. take
the decisive step of pitching them over the garden wall. In
order to ascertain what we mean when we talk about a
healthy. robust plant. I define a healthy, robust plant to be
one that produces under normal conditions the maximum
quantity, quality or density possible for the species or variety
t(, whil'h it belongs. To attain that end it is necessary to ob-
serve, acquire, and adjnst two essentia,l conditions-namely,
tIl(' necessary and essential store of gernlina I food in the plant
mid the various constihwnts in the soil ready for tltp plant to
take up when required. In all mature sugar canes ",11ieh have
not al'1'ow('(1, the 1)('81' iwed plants are to be found in the four
last developed internodes, as in tbis portion of the cane is
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secreted the material best suited to produce the maltin and
diastase ferments so desirable in the process of germination,
for, as the internodes reside towards the root tht>y becoine
less and less fit for plant seed, the cause of which--the more
sugar there is' in the cane used for plant seed the more deb'i-
mental will the alcoholic ferment be to germination, and so
deteriorate tht' plant ·produced from such abnormal conditions.
'1'he data that I have collected from the manurial experiment
I have made with different kinds of manures, are HO opposed
to the present system of our applying them, that I do not care
to be first to rebuke our prevwus ignorance in this department
of agriculture.-Lou. Sugar Planter.
---'--:0::----
THE CUBAN SUGAR SI1'UllTION.
Mr. B. A.. Oxnard, the prominent sugar planter of St. Mary
parish, returned a day or two ago from a most interesting
trip to Cuba. This tour of the island was prompted by a de-
sire to secure a clear understanding as to the sugar interests
and learn exactly ·what the Louisiana planters will have to
fear from the tropical island, where the cane yields far more
sugar per ton tlIan the cane of this State.
Speaking of the trip and the' results of his inspedion, ~Ir.
Oxnard remarked that, to use a slang expression, he was
anxious to see just wlIat the Louisiana sugar growers "were
up against." He has no fear now as to the next 10 or 15 years,
but after that time the matter will need legislation.
Mr. Oxnard remained in Havana for quite a little while,
and was 8tru(~k by the remarkable chang" iJi the condition
of affairs.
Seyeral years ago he visited the island and found the streets
unel(:an, nnd carelessness everywhere. Now the city is clean,
and there is an ail' of prosperity Clnd Americanism which in
preYious years was unknown. Of course in the province of
Hayana, the people are anxious to see the Americans remain
and a government established which will last. They are of the
daSH which fayors either annexation or protection by till!
l)nited States. These people are, of course, the best of the
island, and the property holders, but they do not make up the
majority. In fact, the population seems divided into three
cIassef'!. 'l'h08e who favor anul?xation make up one dass, and
those who favor a protectorate make up a second class, and
those who arc for independence pure and f'!imple, and do not
faYor'the Fnited States, compose the third dass. In the e~lst
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end of the island this class prevails and has the majority by
large numbers. Speaking of numbers, the majority of the
island's population has no high regard for America and have
no desire to see the United States interested in the Cuban
.government. These people want independence with a free
hand.
The sugar interests of the island are at present rather
limited in character. It is like a new industry, for the war
laid in ruins hundreds and hundreds of fields. Traveling from
Hayana, through Matanzas and the province of Puerto Prin-
cipe, the trains pass one field after another which have been
burned level. Some were destroyed by the Cubans, but the
great majority were ruined by the Spanish, and it will require
years before these plantations are planted again and are
productive. Once the island of Cuba yielded over a million
tons of sugar. In 1899, a year after the war, only 2()(),OOO
t6ns were made, and the year following, which was last sea-
son, the one just dosed, the output was 300,000 tons. The
prospects are that the crop of next season will about double
the last named figure, and the Cubans fully expect to reach
the million marIL
-While these crops are large, they are not of sufficient size
to endanger the interests of Louisiana.
Mr. Oxnard found in the eastern end of the island that the
labor question was a most serious one. The planters have
great trouble in finding the necessary field hands, and until
this question has been settled the sugar interests of that
country will not be greatly developed.
In the old provinces, snch as Havana and Pinal' del Rio,
the sugar planting is far advanced. However, in these pro-
Yin('es, the yield pel' ton is not as large as in the east end of
the island. In fact, in many localities, the cane does not
give more than the Louisiana (·ane.
There m'e, of course, wonderful advantages in this island.
The climatic conditions remove all danger of fr('ezes, and if
the rainy season comes and the lllanter eannot grind his crop.
he can allow the cane to gl'OW on for months until the weather
is better. 'fhe cane is not injured in the least.
Besides these natmal advantages in climate, thp planters
have oth('r advuntagps ov('r Louisiana. The calle has more
fiber than the Louisiana product, and the cane is much rieher.
The incr('ased J!('r('('ntage of filwl' in tIl(' cane ·enables the
planter to secure sufficient bagasse for fuel. In fact. the mod-
.-
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ern sugar houses on the island burn nothing else, and they
have a sufficient suppl;r to work the seconds. The juice of the
cane does not need the working that Louisiana juices do, and
there is a smaller alllount of fil'e needed for this reason.
This question of fuel is a most important one, and with Cuban
plantel's secllring their fuel for nothing and more sugar to the
ton than in America, they have a great advantage.
MI'. Oxnard admitted that in the course of the next 15 01'
20 years the Cuban sugar crop would IH'ove a lllOst dangerous
rival, but he saw no need for the Louisiana planters bother-
ing oyer the question. 'fhe present political condition of the
island gives promise of anything. No one can tell (:'xadly
what will happen, and no one can tell what the labor ql1t:'stion
in years to come will amount to. .-\t l~1'(~Sent, the rllited
States 'consumes about 2,000,000 tons of sugar. By the time
Cuba produces great stores of sugar, the United States will
consume more sugar, and the foreign markets will han> in-
creased. If ever Cuba reaehes a. full development of her great
natural advantages, then the people of this State will need
some kind of protection and legislation. That time can hardly
arrive within 15 years.
},lr. Oxnard, while greatly interested in what he saw, dol'S
not seem to fear Cuba as a dangerous I·ival. The possibilities
of danger are so remot-e that he seems willing to treat the
matter lightly.
Touching upon the political situation, he remarked that no
one could possibly tell what the people of the iHland will do.
The Ameriean companies have made SOUle investments in
sugar lands, but the majority are holding off, pending' the
establishment of the government. A.t present, the Amerieans
do not stand vel'Y well in the island. 'fhe recent aetions of
the American government have pl'oduced a decidedly unfav-
or'able effect, but while there is talk of insurrection in the
eastern provinces, ther" is really no danger. The people who
do the most talking are of the lower classes and the negroes,
and while riots may come, they will doubtless be easily cheek-
ed. Thel'e are no powerful leaders with those oppos'ed to the
United States, and this fact, coupled with the friendship of
the property holders and the usefulness of American soldiprs,
will soon put an end to any aets of lawlessness.
What may be the first step in the consolidation of the
various large sugar interests in the island of Cuba by the
purchase of these interests by American capitalists has been
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lVE.cll'HER PROPHECY.
taken. Recently the Chappara Sugar Co., of Cuba, with offices
at No. 10D \Vall street, N. Y., placed contracts aggregating
over $2,000,000 for' the equipment of the largest sugar plant
ever' built in Cuba.
The company has acquired 60,000 acres of land in the east-
er'n portion of Cuba. Nearly 10,000 acres of this land are under
cultivation, while on the rest the work of planting sugar
eane will be immediately begun, '1'his enormous planting is
without precedent in the history of Cuba.
'With the exception of 800 acres in the immediate vicinHy
of the factory location, 10,000 acres under growth are being
divided among colonists who cultivate their fields and deliver
the cane to the mills for a return of 4 per cent.
A !'a,ilroad of 30 miles will be constructed on the estate and
grinding operations are to begin next December, by which
time it is believed some 300,000 tons of cane will be ready to
be handled. '1'he mills will have a dail,Y capacity for grinding
of 3,000 tons of cane. Power will be derived from a 6,000
horse power steam plant.
The nomenelature of storllls is not well understood. Any
disastrous storm is referred to in the general newspaper Iiress
as a cyclone. This is a great mistake. The disastrous storlllS
in the United States should be called tornadoes. They are
yery different from the cyclone. As we saw in our last article.
the cyelone may be one thousand miles in diameter, aud
traverses our whole country, yes, even pass around the world.
The area which it eover's is very great, may be even a million
square miles. The tornado, on the other hand, is very limited
in area. Its width may not be over fifty or one Inmdr'ed
yards, though at times it may reach a mile, which I believe is
very exceptional. It lllay devastate fot, only a few rods and
very !'arely works havoc for more than one hundred miles.
The rate of wind, however, in case of the tornado is oftell
stupendous. It may reach a hundred miles all hour and has
been known in rare cases to attain the surprising -velocity of
five hundred or even one thousand miles an hour. \Ve see,
then, that while the tornado is alarmingly disastrous, it rarely
spreads its devastation over any considerable area. The cause
of the tornado, as I nnderstand it, is the overlapping of the
('yelonic and al1ti·cyclonie currents. 'rhus is formed these ter-
rific whirl-winds, very maelstroms in the atmoRphl'ric oceans.
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The region of these tornadoes is of course the same as that
of the cyclones. Thus they may reach from the Gulf to the
Great Lakes, and may devastate even from the Rocky Moun-
tains to tIle ocean. The greatest havoc occurs from -Nebraska
to Illinois and from Kansas aI\d Kentucky on the south, to
"lVisconsin on the nOl'th. It is well that these tornadoes aI'e
so quick to lift theiI' pressure from t11C earth. else the havoc
which they cause would be even more appalling than now.
As it is, they mow a swath thI'ough the forests for only a few
miles, destroy a single town, and kill by the hundreds. They
are greatly dreaded in Kansas and Nebraska, where they
occur most frequently and are praetically absent on OUI' west-
ern coast.
The same cause that pl'oduces the tornado-interference of
the cyclonic and anti-cyclonic circuits-also bl'ings about the
teI'rific thunder showers. These, however, are usually more
restricted in area than are the tOl'nadoes and not infrequently
go hand in hand with the latter.
There is still another kind of storm which is more tropical.
In the Ol'i(>nt these are known as typhoons. They are ocea-
sioned by interference in the great tropical cyclones, much
in the same way as the tornadoes result from impact of air
curl:ents in the temperate regions. These tropical cyclones
sometimes invade our own southern districts, and thus our
southern coast is not a stranger to these hUlTicanes. The
frightful disaster at GalY(~ston this last year is a vivid illustra-
tion of this truth. If we reckon Cuba as a part of our do-
main, then we are all the mOI'e interested in these appalling
hurricanes. ,Ve have seen that the tOl'nado has a maximum
limit of one mile by one hundred miles, the hurricane on tlll'
"Other hand, may l'each for hundreds of miles. While the tor-
nado kills hundreds, the hurricane sends thousands into eter-
nity. '1'he tOl'IWdo razes a single town to the earth, while
the hurricane may entirely desolate a hundred cities. The
velocity, however, of the wind in ease of the hurricanes is
much less than that of the tornado. At the centl'r of this
atmospheric maelstrom, the velocity of the wind cUl'rent may
reach one hundred miles an hour. The wind has been known
to move at sixty miles even at a distance of five hundred miles
from the center.
It: is easy to see from the above how our government is able
to make such reliable prediction in forecasting the weather.
"She is in telegraphic touch with stations situated all 0ver our
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The countervailing duty on Russian sugar has caused a
great deal of trouble. Secretary Gage is acting entirely with-
in the law. If the law is wrong Congress should attend to it.
All that the executive can do is to carry out the law.
The question is of considerable interest to us as being a
sugar growing territory. 'rhe Argonaut puts the matter as
follows:
"The production of sugar in Russia is an industry which is
conducted under strict government control, and, in order to
maintain such oversight, the minister of finance each year
estimates the amount of sugar which the home market will
demand.. Upon this quantity an excise tax is payable amount-
ing to about two and one-half cents per pound. TIl(' minister
also prescribes the quantity which may be exported. On the
I
I
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country. Thus she is early apprized of the cyclonic disturb-
ances as they pass at a rate of fifteen to twenty-five miles
an hour across our continent. As she learns the character of
the wind drift in the far west, she is able to give a very sure
prophecy of what will come with these wind drifts as they
reach more easterly points. The barometer is always trilthful,
and always decides accurately between the cyclonic and the
anti-cyclonic wind drift. Science has shown that the anti-
cyclonic means fair weather, while the cyclonic ever comes
with threatening mien. It will readily be seen how it is that
it is more difficult to predict with certainty on the Pacific
Coast than it is in the far East. If we could have telegraphic
stations on the broad Pacific, then we should know just as
surely of the cyclonic wind drifts an our west coast, and could
predict with the same assurance of success. As it is, there
is scientific basis for prediction in our west coast States. We
have noted that the cyclonic circle is contrary to the hands of
a watch, and this is the great .cyclone that brings the storm.
Thus with the barometC'l' and the wind circle. the expert direc-
ror of the \Veather Bureau in his office at San Fl'allcisco can
srnd out with pretty sure certainty of success the forecast as
to our storms. \Ye have all learned how generally lw "hits the
nail on the head." In view of our position we wonder thnt he
so rarely fails of a truthful prediction. It is to be hoped that
all our editors will aid the government work. and will teetotal-
ly cease from any notice of the C[uack weather prophet.-Ex-
change.
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exportations no duty is placed, but any sugar sold in the home
market in excess of the amount prescribed is subject to a
double excise ·tax, and any sugar already sold at home but
afterward exported is entitled to a rebate. The tariff law of
the United Shttesprovides that when any foreign countI·y
grants a bounty on sugar exported to this country, a counter-
vailing duty shall be placed upon the importation equal to the
bounty received.
"Upon representations that Russian sugar received a boun-
ty, a countervailing duty of 90 cents per hundred pounds was
imposed in December, 18!l8, bJ' the Treasury Department of
the United States under the tariff act of 18!l7. Doubts ai:l to
the exact status of Russian sugar caused the temporary re-
ID.9val of the duty last April, pending investigation. Since
then the officials of the Treasury have conducted an inquiry,
the result of which has been the recent order re-imposing the
countervailing duty."
The sugar men in the United States hold that there is a
bounty paid fOl' export of Russian beet sugar, and Seeretary
Gage thinks the same. The manufacturers who have interests
mno~lllting to three and a half millions a year in Russia tr'ade
take an entirely opposite view, because Russia is retaliating
by pntting duties upon United States manufactures.
This small rift within the commercial lute is going to grow
larger and larger as time goes on. The policy which guards
the manufaeturer is not identical, and the United States is
beginning to feel the difference.
It is true that as far as figures go this matter of Russian
sugar is not a very important one. Of the $100,000,000 worth
of sugar imported by the United States in HlOO, only $32,OO()
odd came from Russia. Among the beet sugar producin~
countries Russia stands fourth. The crop of Germany is
1,000,000 tons greater than that of Russia for the season l!)OO·
1nOl. But this is not the argument by any means. It is
not a question of how much sugar is imported into the
United States. If only a ton of Russia sugar were imported,
the position would be exactly the same. The question is
whether Russia pays a bounty. To anyone who gives the
matter a thought it is evident that she does. It is insidiously
and cleverly done, but the bounty is paid all the same.
The argument of many papers on the mainland upon this
matter, is that the question at issue is so small, ,,'hile nlP
exports to Russia are so large, that it is not WOl'th while
I
J
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to bring on a tariff war. But this argument is only on a par
with that of the servant girl, who on being accused of having
a baby said "Please ma'am it was only a vel'.)' little one."
The polic.)' of the United States in the matter of tariff does
not depend upon the amount of goods imported, but upon dis-
tinct pr~nciple. \Vhether it is a pound 01' whether it is a
billion pounds matters not a jot. If a tariff polic.)' has been
adopted, no matter whether it hurts particular manufacturel's
01' not. The remedy of the latter lies with Congress. If the
poliey is wrong Congress ('an right it. As far as Secretary
Gage is conf:erned he ('an do nothing but support and carry
out the law as he finds it.· Expediency is what many people
aim after, but expediency is a very weak battle horse.
----:0:----
A TRUWP IN llURA.L BEAUTY.
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Mr. Sylvester Baxter. in The Review of Reviews, calls at-
tention to the fact that Massachusetts has established a trust
to which thel'e can be no possible objection. He terms it "A
Trust in Natural Beauty." Massachusetts about ten years
ago created a board of trustees of Public Reservations. The
official duty of this board was to acquire by purchase or by
gift, to the value of one million of dollars, real estate, that
for its peculiar natural beauty seemed worthy to be kept in
the name and for the benefit of the public. 'Vhat this board
has already accomplished almost surpasses belief. In its
first year of existence Mrs. Fanny Foster Tudor, of Stoneham,
conveyed to the board, as a memorial of her daughter Vir-
ginia, a piece. of woodland wildel'lless of about twenty acres
-a noble park of hemlock and pine bordering a stony brook.
Soon after 1\11'. Joseph Story Fay transferred to the board a
tract of sevent.)'-one aeres, which he had himself purchased
for the purpose of preserving it from desecration. This pl'Op-
erty consisted of woodland and pashH'e, ineluding also two
delightfully situated ponds. Mr. August Hemenway, of Can-
ton soon after maode over several hundred aeres alonO" the, ~
Neponset River and the Blue Hills. This was but the begin-
ning of a work that has gone on steadily, placing plots of
boHl scenic and historic interest in charge of the board.
Among these are Monument Mountain in the towns of Stock-
bridge and Great Barrington; and Mount Anne Park, a tract
of fifty acres of woodland, on the granite hights of Cape Ann.
'l'he work done by the ~tate has stimulated line traets of wood-
land, 01' rocky glens, and lakes, and mountains. Perhaps the
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grandest achievement of all has been the acquisition of old
Greylock in the Berkshires, and Mount Wachusett in the cen-
ter of the State. "\Ve recall several small but delightful re-
servations 1vhieh owners will not permit to be desecrated;
but which are not safe in case of the death of these public
spirited citizens.
The example set by Massachusetts has gone beyond the
state, and is likely to spread through the whole county. It is
even claimed that it has been a stimulant to the establish-
ment of a National Trust in England, for the preservation of
historic places of interest. It will give special pleasure to
those who have traveled among the "White Mountains of New
Hampshire to know that the Appalachian Club has secured a
right to acquire and hold in trust places of peculiar beauty
and interest in that State. New England has lost irreparably
by allowing its noblest hills to be denuded of forests, and its
grandest glens to be turned into gutters for spring floods.
But Pennsylvania is not far behind. Her magnificent moun-
tains have been turned into scenes of devastation and horror.
New York has acted more wisely, but none too soon, in placing
her Adirondack Reservation under the control of a Cornell
School of Forestry.
In Massachusetts, Mrs. J. B. Hm'l'ison, who was so influen-
tial in New York State in securing the preservation of the
scenery around Niagara, and the Adirundack forest, has led
the way to the recovery of State rights over the "Province
lands," of foul' thousand acres, at the end of Cape Cod. This
domain, which was an original reserve of the colony, was
nearly ruined by being d~nuded of trees. Sand dunes had
bepn allowed to aceumulate, until they were burying the
forests as well as the meadows. The reclamation of this pub-
lic property has been brought about by 1\11'. Harrison; and
the dunes are being -pinned down with judiciously planted
vegetation. The work of the Trust thp.s runs collateral with
the work of forest IH'eservation.
The :Massachusetts Trust has not only taken in charge
Illountains and glens, and places ennobled by scenic beauty,
but had undertaken extensive systems for beautifying cities
and towns. The Boston Metropolitan Park system includes
several thousand acres of bills, woodland and seashore,
through whieh flow the Charles, the Mystic and Neponset
rive1's. For miles the banks of these rivers are gardens.
A contemporary ('alIa attention to the collateral work under-
,.
t.
Pineapples attain to greatest size in the \Vest Indies, some
weighing 12 to 1:3 pounds. Great care is taken in packing
them to secllre their arriving in England in sound condition.
'rhe stalk is cut several inches below the fruit: an ordinary
large sized flower pot is then filled with mould, into which the
stalk is inserted in such a manner that a casual observcl'
would almost take it to be the way it was grown. Each pine
is then pui': into a skeleton wooden (lllSe made just enough to
hold it, so that it can be safely handled without the risk of
being bruised or injured. "
Pineapple culture is yet in its infancy in Florida, but the
sllccess that it has already met with in some parts of the
State promises to establil,h it as one of its most profitable in-
dustries. The following varieties have given the best satisfac-
tion: Spanish, Sugar Loaf, Oayenne (noted for its large fruit
and the absence of stiekel's on its It>aves), and the Egyptian
Queen or Trinidad. 'l'his la1l(>1' it> vrobably the first variety
I-
I
!
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taken by the New Y01'k society, created for purposes very
similar to those of the MassachuseUssociety. The preserva-
tion of the Philipse Manor, the Morris Mansion, Fraunce's
~'aYern and the Poe Cottage would alone make this society a
great public benefaction. But of even {!,'l'eater importance are
the steps taken for the preservation of the scenic beauty of
the Palisades. It would be a national loss to allow this mem-
orial of the geologic past to be further mutilated. 'Watkins
Glen is now public property-the most charming resort of the
kind in all the Atlantic States. The power of such societies
'should enter the competition for the' preservation of its scenic
beauties from the hands of the spoiler.
A good deal ean be done by auxiliar.v town effort; and this
will rapidly come about by the impulse given through the
State institutions. There are everywhere notable gems of
scenery, bits of woodland, small natural pUoi'ks, and even
groups of hIstoric trees, that the State can hardly readl. A
public spirit may, however, be roused, that will encourage
towns and private eitizens to stand firmly in the way of that
commereialism that would reduce such gifts of nature to de-
struction, for private advantage. Meanwhile the gellE'raIGov-
ernment is extending its care oyer places of national interest.
There arc now oyer forty-two millions of acres under reserva-
tion and Government control-in all thirty-six reserYations.
----:0:----
'l'HE PINEA.. PPDE INDU8TRY.
grown in Florida: the fruit is of large size, superior quality
and with an almost entire absence of the toughness noticeable
in some varieties. Cotton seed meal is found to be the best
fertilizer, and generally fifteen thousand plants are put to the
acre, yielding an average of ten thousand fruits. Three or
four annual cropl!! are produced without replanting. Last
year a crop of Egyptian Queen yielded to the planter a net
income of seven hundred dollars per acre. The lowest returns
the same individual ever received were three hundred dollars.
The net price received is from three cents to twelve cents
each, depending upon size, quality, season and condition of the'
market. But the pineapples area is limited. The bulletin of
the agricultural division of the Census Bureau states that
there are now 23,496,000 bearing plants in Florida, which is
the only State in the Union where it is cultivated.
MEXICo.-In the tropical districts of this country the cul-
ture of the pineapple is being rapidly promoted owing to the
increased demand from the United States. Experiments made
last J'ear demonstrated that it was better to have the plants
wider apart (say 8000 to 10,000 pel' acre) as they then pro-
duced larger pines. TIll' close planting- hitherto IH'acti<~ed
is the cause of the larger quantity of small fruit tlJat floods
the markets. Between the rows of pines they planted corn,
the product of which more than compensated for the neces-
sary labor in cal'ing for the pines. The pineapple not need-
ing a very rich soil and only moderate food was benefitted
rather than retarded by the corn: it was discovered that too
much fertilizing actually retarded the growth of the pines, for
being allied to ail' plants a large share of its nutl'iment is
drawn from the ail', leaving the roots but little to do.
OTlmR Cou:\TRIEs.-In CeJ'lon, there are about flOOO acres
eovered with pineapples, in Cocbin China about 8000 acres,
and in India enormous quantities are grown in great ranges in
Assam, in Rangoon, in the Tenasserim provinces and at the
foot of the Himalayas. But it is mostly consumed locally and
does not figure in foreign exports. From Acapulco there are
annually shipped to San Francisco about 800,000 pineapples
realizing about $6 pel' 100. Cultivation is inereasing owing
to the large demand from the Pac·ific Coast.
Honduras annually exports to the United States about 150,-
000 of thrC'e kinds-the horse. cherku and sugar-loaf.
Antigua exports to England about 5000 bm'l'els annually of
the black-pine pineapple.
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Havana exports principally to the United States the sur-
plus over local consumption, about 60,000 barrels each con-
taining 35 pines of first, 45 of second, or 50 of third cullings.
1'he average price pel' barrel ready for shipment is $6, $5, and
$4, for each quality respectively,and the freight to New York
is 30c. to 50c. per barrel. There is a continued increase of
production.
The annual import into the United Stares from the West
Indies is over 5,000,000 pineapples.
PREsERVEs.-In Florida an excellent wine and cider are
made of the pineapple; and in the Azores wine and alcohol
are largely made.
In Nassau the local demand of fruit for tinning equals the
amount of fresh fruit exported. The operation of peeling and
slicing is performed on tables in the yards neal' the waterside.
The cans are carried to the warehouse on wooden trays (each
containing fifteen), to be immersed in syrup. The tops of the
cans are soldered on, and they are lowered in an iron frame-
work, 400 and 500 at a time, into the steam boiling vats. After
boiling, the cans are perforated at the top to allow the steam
to escape. 'rhey are then hermetically sealed and spread
over the yard to cool. Each can of fruit, before the syrup
is added, weighs two pounds.
All the aparatus and the tins used in the canning factories
are imported from New York.
Almost every modern cook book furnishes receipts for mak-
ing jellies, marmalade and preserves from the pineapple. The
following, which has been tested by the writer, is a receipt
largely used in Florida for making pineapple marmalade for
family use or in lmge quantities for trade. "Select large
sugar-loaf pineapples, peel them, take out the eyes, which are
not very deep in the sugar-loaf, and grate them on a porcelain
grater into an earthen dish. Do not grate the COl'e. Weigh
the juice and pulp and measure out to every pound three-
quarters of a pound of sugar. Mix the sugar with the pulp
and boil it for an hour to an hour and three-quarters, until it
is a smooth, dean paste and firm." .
Chichi 01; pineapple wine is a delightfnl and fa,orable drink
made of the pineapple in Mexico and other tropical countries.
A slllall quantity is made as follow:,,: Over the lwelings of
two pineapples pOUl' one quart of boiling water: allow it to
:"teep until ('old, then sweeten to taste, strain and bottle. 'fie
down the cork and place the bottle on its side; if placed in a
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warm place it will be ripe in 24 hours. A small piece of
ginger placed in each bottle will impt'ove the flavor, If made
in large quantities, the whole pineapple chopped sh.ould be
used.
PnmAPPLE FmltE.-The plant affords fiRe fibre of practical
utility from the leaves, which are about :3 feet long by 1-} to 2
inches wide, strongly edged with spines except in the one
variety Immvn as the smooth-leaved Cayenne. Besides the
fineness of the fibre for textile fabrics, it is remarkably strong
when made into cOl'da/?e. A government test made in India
proYed that a rope 3t inches in circumference would bear a
weight of 42 cwt., it actually breaking with 57 cwt. We quotl~
from published reports concerning this fibre. This fibre how-
eyer is produced chiefly from a species of wild pineapple,
though the fibre of the cultivated plant is of excellent utility:
"The pineapple growS in great abundance in the Philippine
Islands, but produces only a small dry fruit. We require, ho''''-
ever, more precise infornlation to enable us to determine
whether this is actually the plant escaped from cultivation.
Mr. Penelet, of Pondichel'ry, considers it a distinct species,
and has named it Bromelia pigna.
"In preparing the fibl'C for weaving, the fruit is not allowed
to ripen early; its removal causes the leayes to increase con-
siderably both in length and in breadth. A woman places
a board on the ground, and upon it a leaf with the hollow
side up·wards. Sitting at one end of the board, she holds
the leaf firmly with her toes, and scrapes its outer surface
with a potsherd, not with the sharp fractured edge, but with
the blunt side of the rim; and thus the leaf is reduced to
rags. In this manner a stmtum of coarse longitudinal fibre is
disclosed, and the operator, placing her thumbnail beneath it,
lifts it up and draws it away in a compact strip, after whieh
she scrapes again until a second fine layer of fibre is laid
barco Then turning the leaf round, she scrapes its back, clown
to the lavcr of fibre, whidl she sei~es with her hand and
draws at onl'e. to its full length. away from the back of th!'
leaf. \Yhen the fibre has been washed, it is dried in tlw
sun. It is aftenv:\nl combed with a suitable comb, sorted
into foul' (~lasses, tied together, and treated like the fibre of
the lupi. Tn this crude manner are obtained the threads fol'
the eelebrated web "nipis de pina." which is considered by px-
p~rts tIle fincst in the world.
"In the l'hilippincs, whcre the fineneRS of the work is hPRi
".
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undel'l'ltood and appreciated, richly embroidered costumes of
this description have fetched about £200 each.
'''l'bi:;; fine muslin-like fabl'ic is also embroidered by the nuns
of the eonYents in Manila with gl'eat skill and taste,
"'l'lle manufa<:t1ll'e of the pilla fabric is carried on in the
metropolitan province of Fondo, From the extraordinary
faeility with wldch the pineapple is grown in the vicinity of
the equator, it seems almost certain tllat by the application
of modern skill to tlw lll'oce8s of sepm'ating the fibre from
the pulpy matter of .the leaf, a valuable raw material com-
posed of it might 1w obtained for the nations of Eul'op(~.
1'he fibre by the had:ling process could be rendered fit for the
finest fabrics. The leaf consists of two diffel'ent structm·es,.
the upper shle 1wing of a 80ft or pulpy cllllraci:er, easy of re-
moYal; and the under side. of a harder or more ligneons.
nature, and more diilicult to separate, 'l'hese two external
bodies hold the fibre between them.
"In the Rtraits Settlements the Chinese laborers have taken
kindly to this new and promising branch of industry. The
process they adopt in preparing' the fibre appears to be much
the same m; that p11l'sued in the Philippiut>s, After being
scraped with a bamboo plane tlJey are steeped in water and
waslwd aud then laid out to bl(>ach on rude frames of split
lwmboo. '1'he 1)1'O('eS8 of steeping. washing, exposing' to. the
sun is r('}lpated for some days, until the fibres are considered
lll'operl,\" blpached. \Yithout fmthpl' preparation they are sent
into town for exportation to Qhina."
Nearly all the i~landR lll'Hl' Singapore are more or less plant-
I'd with 111lwapplps, ('oYering an extent of about 2.nOO aeres.
But tI1(> manufaetul'P of the fib)'p 0\' trade in fruit does not
amount to much,
'''1'hl' wild b)'other of thl' pilJeappll' has a larger leaf and
longp)' fibrp. It- is ('OmlllOn in tllP ,\ ntillps. growing in the
most aJ'id spots. It makl's l'x('l'l1pnt mats. h:llllllloeks, and
r0IJ(>s. ,\ Imost a 11 the fishing tackle of the Amcriean mer-
('a lItile m:ll'inC' is m:HIC' of it.
"'I'll(' Ipayps :\J'(' 5 to 8 fret long, and from It to ~ inches
wide, thin and lined with a tough fibrp. 1'hp plant is spH-
lll'opagatillg, and Idt to itRP]f in an 01)('11 fipl<l will soon covel>
the ground, III Central Amp\'ie:l, but partieulal'1y in Nil'm'a-
gua, it ii4 RO abundant ill the forpsts as to be a serious ob-
sh'lleti(iH\ to man OJ' beast-. It is laJ'gely cultivated in the dis-
iTiets of Ml'xi('o. It is indilfel'l'ut to soil. ('limate and seasoD,
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By Ray Stannard Baker.
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HOW THE BEET-SUG.::lll INDUSTRY [F; UROWING.
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"The Evolution of Human Diet" is one of the fascinating
books that is yet to be written. -When it does appeal' it will
contain much that is curiously interesting about sugar and
how it has invaded the world's pantry. A chapter on this
'subject might well be given the title, "Sugar versus Pork."
It seems odd to link together such foods as sugar and pol'1~,
and yet the more sugar man eats the less pol'1~ he needs, each
serving the same purpose in the human system, that of fuel
to supply heat and energy. Fifty years ago' sugar was a rare
luxury, of poor quality and high price; Olll' grandfathers ob-
tained the heat and energy which their bodies required large-
ly from pork and otber fats. Then sugar grew cheaper. it
was a vegetable product pleasant to the palate. easil~' kept
and pure in quality, and the consumption of it grew in enor-
mouS proportions. no doubt cutting he~n'il~' into the pork in-
dustry. Today it has beeome a table necessity. and the
amount of it ('aten even' year is increasing at a rute out of all
proportion to other foods. Next to the English the Americans
are the greatest of all eonsumers of sugar. and the total of
our purchases yearly is far greater than that of any other na-
tion. ,Ve eat oyer :2.000,000 tons n. year. 01' nearly (ig pounds
for every man, woman, and child in the couniTy. 'l'hat means
one and one-fifth pounds a week. 'rwenty years ago the con-
sumptioll was only :3:-; pounds annually for every person--
certainly a striking eYidcnce of the growing use of sugar. It
is said that the Americans are the gJ'eatest eaters of sugar in
tbe world. The English consume a greater quantity-on'r sn
pounds pel' capita-bnt much of it goes into fine marmaladps.
jellies. and so on for exportation purposes. Aftpr the "\ nlPI"
it'ans. the Danish and Swiss are the greatest sugar-patel'S.
and then in order eome the Dutch, the French (with gO pounds
a year for eaeh pel'son). the Germans, and the Swpdps. 'i'll('
~o1l1hel'n people of Europe, the Italians. Spanish. Grel'ians,
:Jlltl oth('rs are vPl'y lil!:ht eonsnmers of sn~al', partly lweansp
while the simplicity of its culture, and the facility of ,extract
ing and preparing its products render it of universal use.
:From it is fabricated thread and cordage, mats, bagging,
,clothing and hammocks."
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Rugal' is one of the few great commodiHps in the pl'odue-
tion of whidl the United States iR 'weak [lnd dp!lendent. In-
almost all of the gTPat neepssfiries of lifp-food, clothing,
fupl, and shp1tcI,-thp coun'iTy iR more than splf-supporting,
hut in the matteJ' of sugar ye are laJ'g'ply delJendpnt on for-
eign Rupplies. And om' sugm' hill is the largest by faJ' of any
of 011\' fOl'pign a(:eoHntR-twi('p that of ('oifep, whi('h stands
next in !lrominenc(', and mueh gJ'pateJ' than that for india
rubbpJ', tea, silk or l\(~mp. En'J'y yem we> pay about s,j\100.-
000.000, 01' $1.30 foJ' pvel'y mun, woman. and child in the
conniTy. to fOl'eign ('ountrips foJ' sugar. Indppd. ont of morc
than 2,000,000 tons of f:mgaJ' which the Unitpd States eOIl-
"-HY DO wg DIl'OUT SUGAR?
they have not the wealth of the Northern nations, and partly
because they live in a warm climate where they do not need
heat-producing foods. Generally speaking, sugar is one of
the indices of national progressiveness; the more enterprising
and energetic a people, the more sugar they eat.
Sugar has not risen to its present prominence among com-
modities without working great changes in agricultural con-
ditions, even to the extent of causing wars, for commercial
economists show that the Spanish-American war grew direct-
ly out of the conflict for supremacy between the sugar-beet
growers of Germany and the cane-sugar growers of Cuba,
Porto Rico, and the Philippines. The wonderful success of
science and bl'ains applied to sugar production in Europe en-
abled the Germans to undel'sell the Cubans, thereby causing
the discontent and hardship which finally led to the Cuban
insurrection against Spain and the subsequent interference of
the United States, Cane-sugar and beet-sugar are exactly
the same in composition, in appearance, and in taste, but the
struggle between the growers of these two great SOUl'ces of
produdion has not yet seen its conclusion. A compal'atively
fe\v years ago beet-sugar was almost unknown; the wodd's
sweets came entirely from the cane, and the semi-ti'opical
countries where cane grew most luxuJ'iantly em'ned all the
profits of the industry. Today, more than half of the world's
sugar is made from beets. 'rhe Northern races have again
outshipped the Southel'll races. It is pl'obable that many
Americans, thinking they are using sugar from the cane of
Cuba and Louisiana, are in realit~· enting Rugal' from the
bepts of Germany, or California, or Midligan.
sumes annually we produce a paltry 270,000 tons, mostly from
the eane-fields of Louisiana. This does not include the pro-
dudion of the new island possessions, Porto Rico, Hawaii, and
the Philippines; but these would add only 460,000 tons to our
produetion. still leaving us to obtain mlH;h more than half of
our sugar from the foreigner. Al1d all this in the face of the
fad that so good an authority as Recretary ,Vilson of the
Department of Agrieulture says:
",Ye lwve no more need to import sugar than to import
wheat."
Secretary \Yilson spoke from a thorough knowledge of the
remarkable strides made during the past two 01' three years
by the sugar beet industry in this country. The Amerkan
farmer has suddenly discovered that he can raise with large
profit as good sugar-beets as there are in the world, and the
American manufacturer has learned that he can make those
beets yield the highest grade of pure sugar. 'l'welvc years ago
tlH~ total produdion of beet-sugar in American was 255 tons;
six years later the produetion had jumped to 1G,OOO tons, and
last year (18fl!l) the production was about 80,000 tOllS. For
l!:lOO those who know predict a produdioll exceeding 150,000
tons, nearly doubling the output of a year ago and making
tIle beet-sugar yield of the country nearly equal to the cane-
sugar yield. And thus, out of almost nothing, the United
States has built a sugar industry in half a dozen years, the
output of which this year will be about double that of the
island of POl'to Rieo. And the work has barely begun. In
18!l8, Miehigan had one sugar-beet fa dory ; two years later in
lflOO she had ten faetories. In California the largpst lwet-
sugar fadory in the world has just been eomplptpd, larger
than anything in Europe, although Op!'many has been years
at the hnsiIl('ss. 'rhis pnOl'mons fa dory eost :ji;2,750.000, and
it will turn out upward of 400 tons of sugar pvery day, using
:J,OOO tons of beets for the purpose and ('onsu1lling yparly the
}Jrodud of :10,000 ac!'ps of land. Capital is always shy about
venturing into new industries, but it has takpn beet-suga!'
making to its hpart. Indeed, one who reads of the growth
of thp industry in Illinois, Nebraska, Colorado. New York.
I<n\'a. Minnesota, New l\!exieo, and othpr Rtatps ('au h:1l'dlv
resist the ('ontagion of the beet-sugHr ('nthnsiasm. At th'e-
rate at whidl the indush''y is now growing, it will be only a
few years bdore niP United States will supply he!' own sugar
nepds, gl'('a t as nlPY are, nlPrpby kppping at h01lle nIP large
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profits of growing the beets and manufacturing the sugar,
ilnd saving the expense of shipping the sugar hundreds 01'
thousands of miles.
Sugar-beet growing is typieally a new industry, born of
seientifi(~ inn~stigation and intelligent governmental encour-
agement. In the first place, the sugar-beet is nothing more
than the ordinary garden-beet, bred and developed by years of
careful selection until it produces a very large pel'centage of
sugar. 'fothe Germans belongs the credit for working out
this development, and for beginning the manufacture of sugar
from beets. Their success encouraged other nations in Europe
to take up the industr'y, and more recently it obtained a foot-
hold in California. But it was not until the United States
Depm'tment of Agriculture began a campaign of systematic
sugar.beet education and experimentation that the industry
showed signs of spreading widely over America. It required
faith and perseverance to induce men of capital to venture
UPOJl nn unknown industry, the profits of which. uncertain
('Dough in themselves, were dependent on the efIorts of farm-
ers who never had grown sugar-beets, and who were reluctant
about undertaking a doubtful new crop whieh cost much more
money and labor to grow than any other common crop.
Fortunately, howeYer, the agitation was begun just at the
close of hard tinws in 18!17, when the farmer was discontented
~ll1d willing to iTy new things, .At the same time cnpital.
whidl had be(,ll timidly withholding from investment until
times wel'e better, was engel' to investigate new and promis-
ing' l'1lan('l~s, :::mdl ns the sugnr·fadory industry might afIord.
The (ioverllment in lSfl7 imported from Europe a large qunn-
tity of sugar-beet :::;eed, and distributed it free among the
farmers of "\'tuiou:::; States, upon condition that beets should
bc grown and samples sent for examination. \Vhen the sam-
ples came in the analysis showed that many wcre very rich
ill sugar, much ridlcr than thc Ol'dinary crops of Europe,
especially favorable results being obtained fl'OIll the Pacific
Coast States, from Colorado, and from the Great central
States of Miehigan, -Wisconsin, 10W:I, Nebraska, and Illinois.
Intl'rcst was everywhere awakened and s·omc of the States,
tlu'ough their Agrienltural Colleges and Experiment Stations,
took np the work of promotion vigOI·onsl~·.and in several eases
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Recently I visited some of the beet fields of Michigan in
company with Dr. Kedzie and was shown through the pio-
neer factory of the State at Bay City. There are three fac-
tories here \vithin a radius of two miles, and there is no bet-
ter chance anywhere to see the new industry at its best. In
fact, sugar-beet growing and sugar-making have appeared as
the salvation of that part of the State. Fortunes were once
made in central Michigan from the pine·timber industry, hut
the forest lands are now practically denuded, and the great
sawmills, one after another, have been closing, leaving no
other great industry to take the place which they filled. Cap-
ital had accumulated, and being driven from the old channels
of activity, took up with avidity the manufacturing of beet-
sngar. Nor is this a merely local condition; in many parts
of the United States sugar-beet raising has appemed as the
salvation of a failing conlll1unity.
Here around Bay City the land is flat and rich. It is set-
tled largely by Hollanders, with a liberal admixture of AllIer-
ieans of other origin. The farms are small and thoroughly
'tilled, and when the farmers were first approached by the
representatives of the sugar-factories they showed much more
than ordinary willingness to take up the experiment of sugar-
beet raising. This enterprise on the part of the farmerA is
a bounty was offered by the legislature for all beet-sugar pro-
duced. In Michigan, Dr. R. C. Kedzie, chemist of the Agri-
cultural College, and Prof. C. D. Smith, director of the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, wrote bulletins, made sp~eches
to farmers, talked with capitalists, visited the beet-fields, in-
deed, made a business of assisting the new industry. As a
result, Michigan built ten factories in two years, and the
cheapest of them did not cost less than $300,000, and several
of them cost very much more. Other States were only a step
behind. Certainly, there never was mor~ conclusive proof of
the value of intelligent scientific and educational effort in
building up a new industr;y. The work of the Department of
Agriculture and of the Experiment Station and the Agricul-
tural College in the single State of Michigan has thus added,
by conservative estimate, from 20 to 50 pel' cent. to the value
of the lands suitable for beet growing in the vicinity of lllany
of the factories, and it has created a new source of employ-
ment for a large number of working men and women.
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the more surprising, because sugar-beet culture represents an
entirely diffel'ent kind of farming from that usually practiced
in America, a more careful or intensive farming as distin-
guished from the extensive farming practiced by the produc-
el'S of cOl'n, wheat, and hay. It more nearly approximates
the system in vogue in Europe, bordering, as it does, OIL
gardening. By the old system a farmer planted a field, of
wheat and paid no mOl'e attention to it until it was ready to
harvest. But when beets are planted they require constant
and costly attention during many months. In the first place,
the ground must be much more thoroughly prepared, plowed
deeper, and more carefully pulveri7.ed than for any other crop;
then the seeds must be sown with care in drills, and when
they come up, the plants must be thinned out to give room for
the beets to gl'ow-work that requires the painful labor of
knees and back during the long, hot days of June. \Veeds
lllust also be kept down with perseverance, and cultivation
must go on steadil~r until the leaves of the beets m'e large
cnongh to shade the ground. All this costs immense labor,
and care, and expense, especially if the fields are large. 'rhe
farmer cannot depend on his own family to do all the work,
but must hire bOYS, and women, and sometimes men, to help
with the thinning and weeding. In short, it is a much more
seientific method of farming than that ordinarily in vogue in
this country; it uses the land more thoroughly and profitably,"
and it requires much more business capacity on the Pal't of
the farmer. But if it costs more to raise beets pel' acre than
wheat 01' corn, the profits are correspondingly much greater.
and as soon as the farmer can be made to see this great ad-
vantage, he is usually more than anxious to take up the work.
The Bay City factory already mentioned, in common with
many other factories throughout the country, employs a man
whose sole duty it is to go through the country and interest
the farmers in beet-raising, showing them how the work is
done, ma.king contracts with them, and then watching the
(TOP the whole season, giving his advice and assistance wher-
ever possible. At the time of my visit at Bay City the beets
were just ready for harvest, and the great flat fields of them,
covered with spreading green leaves, furnished an example of
farm wealth to be equaled in few other places in the country.
'rhe sizes of the crops of various farmers varied from two or
three acres up to 180 acres, all planted to beets. Every acre
of these splendid farms will yield from 12 to 20 tons of beets,
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"With sueh profits as these, dollar 'wheat, as one of the Day
(~ity farmers expressed it, "ain't nowhar'." Ii: is a good crop
of wheat that yields a profit of $5 an acre.
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Nor are the great profits the only advantage which accl'nes
to the farmer fl'om beet-raising. 'fhe thOl'ough working of
the soil necessary to the production of a good beet crop It'aYes
it in superb condition for a crop of wheat 01' COl'll during the
following year, thus adding a new and valuable element to tlw
system of crop rotation. Moreoyer, the leafy tops and tlw
(']'owns of the beets, which are cut off, can be fed to stock 01'
left to fertilize the fields, and the pulp which is thrown out
from the factory after the saccharine juice has been extracted.
also makes a most valuable cattle food. For the present tlIP
Bay City factol'ies give away this pulp free to the farmerH.
the idea being to teach them its excellence for stock-feedin!!:
]1l11'poses, but in many other States it is sold at a good profit.
In Gel'many this pulp is ::m important article of commercp.
and not a pound of it goes to waste. Ii: will be s(~en, thert'-
fore, that the beet is very thoroughly worked up and san'd.
and that the crop may be made to return to the farm pnw-
tic'ally as much fertility as it takes away.' Of no other crop
ean this be said. In shipping sugar from the country no im-
pol'1allt element of soil fertility is lost, sugar ]wing, as DI·.
Kptlzil' PXIll'PSSPS it, "colldplIsed sUllshinp. wind, and water."
I I Yield Cost per R . IName Acres {OllS per acre for eCelpts Profits! ! acre raising per acre per acre
_-----.---------1--
I
G. Hine I[
S. F. Sayles ,.
J F. Boes .
Thomas Handy .
G. B. Ohatfield .
.J. W. McTntosh .
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and the yalue per ton is from $4 upward, according to the
richness of the beets in sugar. Say, that the yield is 15 tons
per acre and that the farmer l'eceiyes the minimum of priee
for his pl'oduct, his income would then be $60 per acre. yery
lUuch more than any other farm Cl'Op would yield.
In order to show what was being done by these farmers, I
obtained from Prof. C. D. Smith a number of actual instances
of profits made in raising sugar-beets, the year being 18D8.
THE CASH PROCEEDS TO 'l'HE co~nIUXI'l'Y.
THE :\L\XrFAC'ITJ:I:'\<: PUO( :ESS.
eomposed wholly of carbon, bydrogen, and oxygen. In ship-
ping wbeat from the country, on the other hand, the farmer
-ships the very life of the soil-the nitrogenous and phosphatic
matter. The grain-raisers of the United States do not fully
appreeiate this faet as yet, because their land is new and
rich; but in Europe, where the fertilizer question is of burn-
ing importance, the question is given its due weight. No less
aceomplished a studE'nt of the sugar question than H. W.
"'Vi ley, ehemist of the Department of Agrieulture. ('alls beE't-
growing "the salvation of American agrie·ulture."
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The greatest difficulty experienced by the farmers in every
part of the country where the new industry is being inaugu-
rated, is to find enough workmen during the busy season to
thin and weed the beets. In Europe this question is solved by
the cheap labor of women, and to some extent the same class
of help is employed in the fields around Ba~' City, women of
foreign birth being hired from the cities of Saginaw and Bay
City. Boys are also largely employed at wages as high as $1
a day and dinner. (In Nebraska single families have made
$160 or mOl'e a month working in the beet fields.) All this has
tended to make the poorer classes of the two towns exce(>d-
ingly prosperous. Indeed, the beet-sugar industl'y is contrib-
uting 'wealth to the Bay City region in a manner quit<' unex-
ampled, exeept in other neighborhoods ",herp tl1<' 1I('W indus-
try is equally prosperous. This ypar (IDOl) thp thl'pp faetories
will pay in cash for Iwpts something l\Iorp than $400.000 to
the faJ'llH'rs within a radius of ~'5 mill'S of Bay City. Certain
it is that the farmers in that part of thp Rtatp npvPI' before
saw sueh a eash ineome as this.
As soon as the beets arc hm'vested, in ::-';ppt"pmhcI:, thp fac-
tories notify the various fanners, and a eertain number of
loads are brought in every day and dumped into thp gl'pat re-
s('ne bins, adjoining the fndory. 'fhey al'e weighpd with
great eare, and a sample is taken from each load to Iw anal-
~ zed, pnynH'nt being made on the basis of the amount of
sugar whi<'1\ the beds ('ontain and the pert'pntage of its pur-
ity. All this requires an ('xtpndpd and intrieate system of
laboratory analysis and the most methodieal hookkp<,ping,
l-lO that <,ypry f:lI'mpr shall h:n'(' justie<, done to hiin. Indeed,
the whole process of manufacturing sugar from beets is com-
plex and costly.
I shall not attempt here to give a detailed description of
these manufacturing processes; that would requir'e too mueh
space, but in brief they consist in first thOl'oughly cleaning
the beets and then in slicing them into thin pieces, after
which warm water is employed to dissolve out the sugar. The
juice thus produced is clal'ified with lime, then concentrated,
then evaporated, and finally crystallized. In about twelve
hours from the time that the raw beets enter the factory to
be sliced, the pure, white-grained sugar comes from the Cl'YS-
tallizers ready to be barreled for market. In making cane-
sugar, the factories on the ground usually produce only the
raw sugar, and this is purchased and refined by the great
sugar companies of New York and elsewhere. This work of
refining at a point far distant from the place of production
has enabled what is known as the "sugar trust" to control in
large measure the output of fine granulated sugar. But the
ndvent of the beet-sugar industry, with evel'y factory produe-
ing the very best grades of white sugar directly from the
heets, may play an impOl'tant part in plaeing sugar again
alUong th~se commodities the prices of which are regulated
solely by the law of supply and demand. '1'he "sugar trust:'
therefol'e, looks with small favor on the new industry.
A sugar factOl'Y l'equires large quantities of pme limestone
for use in clarification, plenty of pure water, and coal for
fuel, and the success of the factory is governed to a eonsid-
el'able extent by the abundanee and cheapness of these three
requil'ements. The factories of l\Ii~;higan are vel'y fortunately
provided in regard to all of tllese particulars; eoal is espeeia 1-
ly eheap, the mines being louded only a few miles f)'om tIl('
faetories.
In the ]H'oduetion of sugar there is a large by-pl'odud of
molasscs,somc of which is saved and used for furthel' sugal'-
production. Eventually, however, all this molasses will lw
saved, either by mixing it with the pulp to make a fine g)'adl'
of ('attle food, or else it will be used for prodlleing' a]{'ohol,
as in Germany. A factory with a capacity of 750 tons of
beets a day, a little larger than that of the ordinary faetory.
but not so large as some of those in the 'Vest, will produce
SO tons of pme gra.nulated sugar daily.
One featl1l'e of the new enterprise is the part whieh AnH'I"
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[A paper by Capt. P. S. )Iol'l'is, of the Standard Oil Co., read
before the Louisiana Sugar Pl::mtcl's' Assodation, April
11, HI01.]
,Ye have been requested to present, at this meetin~, a paper
setting forth in a bricf manner principally the benefits to be
derived from the use of oil as a fuel for the purpose of generat-
ing steam, and as applicable to your line of industries.
,Ye belie\:e, that in all other instances wh<'l'(, oil as a fuel
ican engineers and machinists have taken in the work. One
would suppose that American promoteriS of such a new in-
dustry would have been compelled to import all their machin-
er;y from Europe, where the business of building factories has
been long established; but such is not the case. Not only
has American ingenuity risen to the occasion, but .the work
has been done so well that our machinery is actually more
effective than that in use in Europe. One factory in Mich-
igan which was originally fitted with German machinery has
had to be entirely rebuilt, with the substitution of American-
made machinery at a cost exceeding $200,000.
One thing, however, the American lacks. He l~as not yet
learned how to grow seeds of sufficiently high grade for suc-
cessful beet-sugar production. Consequently, all seed must
be imported at considerable expense and with great care and
caution from France and Germany. One of the Bay City fac-
tories imports seed in large quantities and sells it to farmers
who carry its beet-growing contracts, thereby assuring a pro-
duction of beets of a high sugar vahle. But the American
farmer will not long suffer from this difficulty, because exten-
sive experiments are going on in various parts of the country
which have for their object the production of high-grade seed.
In spite, however, of the growth of the new industry, it
play,; as ;vet only a small part in supplying the sugar-con-
sumption of the country. I was much impressed by a remark
of the owner of the Bay City factory which I visited. He
said: "La,;t year we produced about 6,000,000 pounds of
sugar. If we had produced 1,500,000 pounds more, we would
have been able to supply the sugar requirements of Bay and
Saginaw counties"-two counties out of a great State. Noth-
ing could better show the vast sugar needs of the nation.-
It S. Bakel' in Am. Review of Reviews.
----:0:----
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has been considered, there has been no section of tll!:' country
whe1'e the benefits -to be' deriyed by the consumer are more
apparent than here, and we trust the facts and brief data
that we present will be of benefit to YOll.
'l'he practicabilit~- of the use of oil as a fuel is no more a
matter of experiment, it having been thoroughly demonstrat-
ed, not only in the United States, but in Canada, Russia and
other f01'eign countries. It is now being used by thousands of
concerns, who are fortunately located neal' the base of supply,
and its universal introduction and adoption has been limited
only by the supply. If, therefore, you are :,lssured of yOUl'
supply, the only fmther question of importance to be con-
side1'ed in your case is that of economy. It might not be out
of place to mention that just at the present time the different
industries and raih'oads in California, which are not already
using oil, are adopting its use as rapidly as they can change
their boiler fmnaces, the produetion there having been very
materially increased.
In making a compmison, we find outside of cost of fuel
alone, oil has many features making its use desirable, for in-
stance: constancy of the fire, freedom of smoke, no deteriora-
tion of grate bars, no ashes or cinders to haul away. 'rhese
beuefieial features can only be appreciated and understood
after a plant has been in operation for a period of time. A
saving, however, that is apparent and can easily be caleulated,
and which is largel.)' in favor of oil, is the cost of handling.
In using oil this expense is almm;t entirely done away with,
especially where a plant is 100~ated so that the oil can be deliv-
ered direct from tank ears or boats into the storage tank of
the consunler. It does not, IHn\:ever, follow that the storage
tank lllllst be lo('atpd dose to the railroad or river bank in
order to ('fred this saving, as the oil can be "piped," but
should a plant unfortunately be so located as to make it neees-
saJ'Y to haul the oil in tank wagons, the cost of hauling the oil
is but one-half of that for hauling ('oal, hom the fact that
pound for pound, oil has about twke the heat valne of coal.
Fmthermore, after the coal is delivered to the fUl'llace or
hoiler 1'00111, the expense in handling continnes. 'l'his ex-
!)('nse, of course, is controlled by the number of boilers fired,
and, as the H. P. increases, the expense follows proportionate-
l;y; while on the other hand, with an oil lire the I'a tio of ex-
pense del'l'('Hses, while the II. P. increases, it lwing (~onceded
that one man can '11"11'11(1 to a battery of 1:! or \1101'1' hoilel's.
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The further economies from the use of oil as a fuel depend
somewhat upon the type and manuel' in which the oil burning
device or equipment is installed, and the efficiency can be
nwasured between oue of modern type, and a primitive one
relatively the same, as the modern way of firing coal with
automatic stokers is to hand fil'ing. It will, therefore, be seen
that v,'hile a primitive or so-called make-shift plant, such as
feeding by gravit;\-, would reduce the initial expense, in a very
shod time you would suffer a far greater loss in its operation.
than the difference in cost due to adopting the very best sys-
tem.
Knowing no doubt as you do, what the evaporative quality
is of the various eoals you are using, the comparisons of. oil
against coal as to heat values, are matters that each individual
consumer can determine by taking as a ba'Sis that one pound
of oil will evaporate 15 poul,lds of water "at and from" ~12.
For example-if one ton of coal will evaporate into steam
under careful hand firing at the rate of 8} pounds of water to
1. pound of (~oal, 1 ton 01' 2,000 pounds of coal will enl]lorate
1.7,000 pounds of water, and as it has been demonstrated by
practice that 1 pound of fuel oil will evaporate 13 pounds
of water, therefore, 1,1.66 pounds of fuel oil will do the same
work as 2,000 pounds of coal, and as the Beaumont crude oil
weighs about 7-} pounds to the gallon, and assuming that it
has the same heat producing value as fuel oil, l,1.GG pounds of
crude oil is equivalent to 155.4 gals. or 3.H!) b:urels, which
amount it would take to equal 1 ton of coal on tlw above
basis.
.A tank of from 12,000 to 15,000 gallons capacity, which will
haw sutlident capacity for plants from 100 to GOO H. 1'. will
emit about $400 f. o. b. ears Chicago or Cleveland. The steel
should not be less than :V' for the shell and heads with S('l'eW
('over manhole on top, and fitted with flanges for pipe connec-
tions and vents.
Consists of one 01' two pumps, specially fitted fot' oil, mount·
I'd upon cast iron base and drip pans, eonnedpd to storage
tank and a smallrp('eiving tank into which the oil is discharg-
pd, filtered and heatc'd and subsequently delivered through
an inside pipe to the hUl'ners, under such pn'ssure as tIll' re-
fjuireIl1Pllts necessitate. A system with 3 pUlllpS is l'p('om-
mended, as the pumps can be used altprllately and always
kept in rcpaiJ'. A system of this description will cost from
$40() to $GO()~ and will 11:1\'C suflil-iellt pUllIping eapadl)' for
plants up to 2,()()() II. P.
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This cost depends largely upon local conditions as to labor
and supplies-firebrick being the principal material entering
into the construction. In the North the cost averages $150
per boiler. 'Vhile the different types of boilers require some
slight changes in the form of furnace alterations, yet they all
lead up to the same feature. It consists of a series of ail' flues
in the ash pit for the purpose of heating the ail' before it
reaehes the furnace 01' combustion chamber. The air passes
through and is regulated by the ash pit doors, and as perfect
combustion depends largely upon the propel' amount and qual-
ity of ail' introduced into the furnace at the right place, you
will appreciate the importance of these flues. In addition
to the flues a baffle wall, constructed of fire brick checkerwork,
is placed in the furnace in front of the existing bridge wall
to diffuse and break up the flame, which prevents the heat
from localizing.
They are eommonly known as oil burners and can be pur-
ehased for from ~1() to $25 each. There are any number of
different makes on the market, and good judgment should be
exercised in YOUI' selection, as some are not worth the name
and mel'ely inject but do not pulv(>J'ize. The quantity re-
quired depends upon the number of boilers to be equipped;
as a rule. one burner is introduced for each 125 or less II. P.
'rhe atomizing agendes used are compressed ail' at high 01'
low pressure and dry steam. The high pressure ail' is pro-
ducpd b~' means of an air compressor, and the low 11l'essUl'e by
nH'ans of a positive blast blowel'. Of the three atomizing
ageneies, we eonsidcl' st(>am the best for boiler fires, as it is
always at hand in a steam plant and you are not dependent
upon any auxiliary maehinery to furnish atomilling power;
its expansive energy Yaporilles the oil speedily and thoroughly,
Fnloading-sudion and feed lines should be plated under
ground wherever possible, and all branch lines provided with
shut-off valws as well as the pipes rising to the burners.
"\"\There pipe is expos0d it should be proteded in a way that
will l(>ast subject it to injury. The cost must be figmed ac-
eording to the quantity and sille used.
Having set forth the various advantages, economi(>s, rela-
tiYe heat valnes, and probable cost of equipment, not from a
theoretical standpoint, but from adual practice and exper-
il'lH'e, we belieYl~ all the essential points have been eovered.
so that yOIl ean determine with intelligence, after knowing
what the IlI'iee of oil is, whether it will warrant its adoption.
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Sight, however, should not be lost of the economies and ad-
yantages oil has over coal, which entitles it to consideration,
even if the cost of the two fuels was alike at point of de-
livery.-Sugar Planters' Jour.
'----'--:0:----
THE NEGRO IN 'PHE .MILLS.
II
1
I
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* ;.:. * The relative value of the mixed blood has given
me a great deal of thought, and I have observed it for years.
As a general rule, I would say that the mulatto is more in-
. telligent and less reliable, and the black negro less intelligent
and more trllstworthy. The best class of negroes, however,
that I have ever seen for reliableness and intelligel1ce com-
bined are the copper colored negroes,
I am changing my mind very much as to the value of edu-
cating the negro, starting out with the belief that an educated
man or woman is far superior to one with equal capacity un-
educated; 1 have about concluded, so far as the negl'o is con-
cerned, that a lady expressed the true philosophy in speak-
ing of educating the negro when she said that everyone of
them that you educate beyond the point of being able to
read their Bibles and to write their accounts you utterly unfit
for their mission in this world, and change a satisfied and
helpful citizen into a wOl'thless and frequently criminal en-
cumbrance.
'fhe most serious want that the South will feel in the next
ten or fifteen years, if cotton manufacturing increases the
world over as it is doing at the present time, will be hands to
('ultivate tIle crops. In the last ten years the cotton ('rop has
inn'eased probably 50 pel' cent., and we al'e making now an
average of about ten million hales pel' year, and the world is
consuming fully that much cotton. Our population has not
increased in that pel'iod more than 20 pel' cent. \Ye are
now cultivating all the land in cotton thai: the South has labor
for, and altho we have suflicient area to produce one hundred
million bales of cotton, we ('annot do it until we get more
labor that is willing to work hard and live very economically.
You can see, therefore, why it is not to the interl'st of the
South, or any other people depending on the South's cotton,
for the negro to be taken ft'om the cotton fields and put into
the mills.
Another reason why I do not think the negro should be
put in the mills is that this industry furnishes almost the
only refuge for the laboring wIlite people of the South from
the strong competition of cheap negro labor; on the farms, ill
the cotton gins and oil mills the negl'o fills practically every
place except the boss·s. 'fhe poor white man in the South
with a family dependent on him finds it very hard to pay rent
on land and buy supplies on credit and compete with the
negro in raising cotton. 'fhat was one of the greatest hard-
ships dnring slavery, for the white man either owned or con-
trolled negro slaves, or came in dired competition with them
in labor. One can readily understand, therefore, that this
dass of people IHlYe found great relief by going into the cotton
mills, where they not only receive better wages than they'
could make on the farllls, but secure better school and ChUl'ch
facilitiesf and arc freed from the hateful competition. There
is a very strong antipathy between that class and the negro,
which is natural, and tho it may be only a prejudice it is
unconquerable. .A man may be poor enough to be forced to
work his family in the fields alongside of the negro, but noth-
ing but dire neeessity makes him do it; and he would resent
most bitterly any intrusion of the negro in the cotton mill
work, which he now regards as his own. It is all right where
men alone work, in the mines. at maSOl1l'y and all kinds of
hard labor, to mix the races, but it is wrong to work negroeK
in assoeiation with w;litl~ women and children.-James L. Orr
in N. Y. Independent.
----:0:----
'fhe imports of free and dutiable sugar into the United
States for the .war l!lOO were 3,757,02(),255 pounds. valued at$m,742,4():~. Continental EUl'ope furnished 27 pel' cent of the
total: the \Vest Indies and South and Central America, 3!) per
cent;' Hawaiian and Philippine Islands, little over G per cent;
Chinese Empire, 23 per cent; all other countries, 5 per cent.
The exports of refined sugar were 14,510,85!l pounds. and of
raw sugar, 3,577,4SfI pounds.
-----
\Ve have ]'cI'cived the Heport of Sugar Cane Experiments in
the LeewaJ'd Islands dnring tIle season lS!l!}-l!)OO.. In Antigua
experiments wpre condnded with seedling and other canes,
thirteen varieties in all, five of these being closely allied to the
white Transparent type, the others D !l5, D 102, D 115, D nIl
and 13 10!l and 13 147. 'fhe latter docs not appear to suit the
Antigua soil quite as well as it docs that of Barbados, but it
gave the largest yield of juice per ton of cane. It is difiieult
to establish a comparison with the results obtained elsewhere,
as it is evident that certain sorts suit certain islands and loeal-
ities better than others. The tables arc voluminous, and they
can only be satisfactorily summarized by an expert. 1\11'.
Francis \Vatts~ F.I.C., F.C.S., is the Chemist in charge of these
experiments.-Int. Sugar Journal.
~..
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HONOJ.JULU STOCK AND BOND EXCHANGE, JUNE 20, 1901.
STOCK I CapltlLl Slllues I Capital Par ILastAuth~rlzed Issued Paid up Vulue Sale
MEROANTILE ~,OOOI$l,OOO,OOO; 100!::-C. Brewer & Co............. $ 1,000,000
N. S. Sachs' Dry G'ds Co. L'd. 60,000 600 . . . . . . . . . . 100j1()()
L. B. Kerr & Co, Ltd....... 200,000 4,000.......... 50 .....
SUGAR
Ewa Plantation Company ... 5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 27%,
Hamoa Plantation Compan)' 175,000 1,750 175,000 100 · ....
Hawlliian Agricultural Co ... 1,000,00[, 10,000 1,000,000 lOO HOD
Hawaiian Com'l & Sugar Co. 10,000,000 100,000 2,312,750 100 80
Hawaiian Sugar Company... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 40Ji
Honomu Sugar Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100 172Yz
Honokaa Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 33M
Haiku Sugoar Company ...... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100
Kahuku Plantation Oompany 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 25Yz
Kihei Plant. Co. Ltd, ....... 2,5CO,OOO 50,000 2,500,000 50 U%'
Kipahulu Sugar Company ... 160,000 1,600 160,000 100 .....
Koloa Sugar Company ...... 300,000 3,000 300,000 1°°1150Kana Sugar Company ....... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 .....
McBryde Sug. Co. L'd. Assess { 1,850,000 1,036,000 20 7
McBryde Sug. Co. Ltd. Pd up 1,650,000 ....... . 1,650,000 20 11
Nahiku Sug-. Co. Ltd. Assess. 675,000 33750 .......... 20 · ....
Nahiku Sug. Co. Ltd. Pd. up 75,000 3,750 .......... 20 . . ...
Oahu Sugar Co ............ '. 3,600,000 36,000 3,600,000 100 140
Onomea Sugar Co .... 1,000,000 50,000 1,000,000 20 30
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co. 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 16
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., Assess. { 2,500,000 125,000 865,000 20 4
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., Paid up 2,500,000 125,000 2,500,000 20 14%,
Olowalu Company. . .. . ... 150,000 1/500 150,000 100 · ....
Paauhau Sug. Plantation Co. 5,000,000 100,000 5,000,000 5'1Pacific Sugar Mill .......... 500,000 5,000 500,000 }g~ 250"Paia Plantation Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000
Pepeekeo Sugar Company ... 750,080 7,500 750,1100 100 .....
Pioneer Mill Company ...... 2,250,000 22,500 2,250,000 1001102
Waialua Agricnltural Co .... 4,500,000 45,000 4,500,000 10°1100 .,'Wailuku Sugar Oompany .... 700,000 7,000 700,000 100370 ,
Waimanalo Sugar Company 250,000 250,000 250,000
1°°1
155 ~ "lWaimea Mill Company ...... 125,000 125,000 125,000 100 90
MISOELLANEOUS
Wilder Steamship Company 500,000 5,000 500,000 1°°1100Inter-Island Steam Navo Co. 600,000 6,000 600,000 100100
Hawaiian Electric Company. 300,000 3,000 300,000 100 110
Honolulu R T. & Land Co ... 250,000 2,500 250,000 100 · ....
Mutual Telephone Company 150,000 13,900 139,000 10 9,%
Oahu Railway & Land Co ... 4,000,000 40,000 4,000,000 100 105
People's Ice & Refrig. Co ... \ 150,000 1,500 150,000 100 85
BANKS
First National Bank ........ 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 · ....
First Am. Say. B. & Trust Co. 250,000 2,500 250,000 100 ......
Bmms Amt. of Issue
Hawaiian Govt. 5 per cent. .. 1,251,200 }Di~l, '" 92%,
Hilo.Railroad Co., 6 per cent 450,000 100
Hilo R RUo., 6 per cent 150.000 ..
Hono. R. '1'. 0, 6 p. c. 300,00(l . . . . . . .. . .
Ewa Planta er cent... 500.000 .. . 100
Oahu Railwa tl Co 6 p. c 2,000,000 . 104
Oahu Plantation 6 per cent. . 750,000 .
Olaa Plantation 6 per cent. . 1,250000 .
_W_a_i_ul_u_u_A.....;g"'-r_._6--'p.....;e._r_c_e_n_t_.'-,-'-,-'-,-'_--,1:".,0-,-,0:..::0.:...,0-,-0-,-0 .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
